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I. INTRODUCTION

For better or worse, the employment relationship occupies a cen-
tral position in the lives of most working Americans.1 American
workers depend heavily on their employment for income with which
they support themselves and those relying upon them.2 Even aside
from providing essential financial support, many spend half or more of
all their waking hours at work, making the employment relationship
also one of the most important social exchanges for workers. Indeed,
ordinary parlance indicates that many people define themselves at
least in part by his or her particular occupation - "I am an electri-
cian," or "I am a secretary," or "I am a dentist," are common intro-
ductory remarks made about oneself in introduction to others. For
many workers, then, the workplace constitutes a significant part of his
or her community.

Of course, most people do not want to subject the more personal
or intimate aspects of his or her life to community scrutiny or regula-
tion.3 So, many workers will recognize in themselves what I call the
"workplace face;" that is, the varying degrees of separation between
our private and professional lives that all of us consciously or uncon-
sciously protect from encroachment by our employers. Some choose
to keep that separation broad: they engage in polite but solely profes-
sional relationships at work, distancing their personal lives from the
otherwise ubiquitous workplace. Others permit a less absolute gulf,
developing friendships with co-employees and occasionally sharing
personal information during workplace chat sessions. Yet nearly eve-
ryone tries to protect some degree of personal privacy - financial
troubles, family disharmony, intimate decision making, and the like -
from his or her employer. We set our limits with our "workplace

1 In 1982, the aggregate compensation employees earned from employers was $1,856 bil-
lion, while all other forms of personal income - from self-employment to investments to pen-
sions, to government welfare programs - when combined amounted to less than half of that,
$714 billion. See RONALD G. EHRENBERG & ROBERT S. SMITH, MODERN LABOR ECONOMICS 1
(2nd ed. 1985). Thus, even merely considering alone our dependence upon the employment
relationship as the primary method of distributing wealth, it surely ranks as one of our society's
most fundamental relationships. Unsurprisingly, only domestic relationships rival the employ-
ment relationship in terms of government regulation, an observation providing nearly as much
irony as explanation.

2 See id.
3 For an interesting, comparative look at communal privacy norms, see Ronald J. Kotoszyn-

ski, Note, Autonomy, Community, and Traditions of Liberty: The Contrast of British and Ameri-
can Privacy Law, 1990 DUKE L.J. 1398 (1990).
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faces," and we want these limits acknowledged and obeyed by our
employers. Given Americans' highly sensitive notions of personal
autonomy, of which privacy is a part, we expect our government, our
neighbors, and especially our employers to respect our personal
privacy.

Yet, courts' increasing willingness to hold a tortfeasor's employer
strictly liable for the damages caused by the tortfeasor threatens our
personal privacy in the workplace. In the past few decades, courts
have aggressively expanded the vicarious liability doctrine of respon-
deat superior, that is, the rule holding an employer strictly liable for
the torts of its employees when those torts are committed within the
scope of employment. Courts traditionally justified this exception to
our negligence-based tort system on the ground that a "master"
should not escape liability simply by engaging in activities though his
"servants." Before the current expansion of respondeat superior,
however, this agency law justification also significantly limited
employer liability. Thus, if a servant's tortious act was not motivated
by a purpose to serve his master - for instance, if the servant raped
an innocent third party for his own purposes - a blameless master
was not held liable for the servant's despicable act. So, resonating
with contemporary thought emphasizing the roles of causation and
fault in the evolving tort system, the test of acting within the employ-
ment relationship significantly restricted the application of respondeat
superior.

Likely driven by a desire to compensate fully injured victims,
however, courts now routinely disregard these traditional limits and
hold employers strictly liable for employees' acts that once would
have been considered too remote from the employment relationship
to warrant application of respondeat superior. Given the excesses of
our supremely litigious culture, this development has inflicted sub-
stantial costs on employers. Predictably, then, employers today bring
to bear considerable resources to identify particularly clumsy or dan-
gerous employees. This effort to identify such employees is no small
task, because the single best source of such information - references
from former employers - has been distorted and often silenced by
the brooding specter of defamation liability.4 Thus, employers pres-

4 A 1995 survey by the Society for Human Resource Management indicated that 63 percent
of employers fail to provide any information about former employees for fear of a consequent
defamation lawsuit. See Joseph E. Kalet, Negligent Hiring, Negligent Referral, and a Solution, 23
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sured by the surging expansion of respondeat superior liability often
dig behind employees' "workplace faces" in hopes of obtaining infor-
mation about that person predictive of the risk the employee presents.
Listening to voice mail, reading electronic mail, eavesdropping on pri-
vate telephone calls, secretly monitoring by videotape personal areas
in the workplace such as the lavatory, reviewing employee credit
reports, and even investigating and surveying employees at home are
rare no longer. In confluence with technological advances and their
troubling implications in our information-dependent computer age,
the privacy limits set by many American workers face serious
challenge.

Yet, given the surging pressure of liability pursuant to respondeat
superior, employers merely act rationally when they engage in such
invasions of employee privacy. For instance, a trucking company may
be very interested to learn from following one of its drivers home
from work that he spends several evenings each week attending
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings. Or, a private security company
might like to know from credit reports and court records that one of
its bank guards is experiencing severe financial difficulty in meeting
his child-support obligations. Or, the head of a large company's mar-
keting division might want to read an e-mail between two salesmen
discussing in lascivious language a female customer whom both
unhealthfully covet. As desirable as knowing all these things may
seem, however, permitting our employer to see our personal financial
records, or to follow us home from work, or to read our e-mail or
listen to our phone messages all deeply disturbs many of us, because
we know that we are not at special risk of committing a tort for which
our employer will be held strictly liable. Unlike us, however, our
employers cannot easily know that without resort to the invasive gath-
ering of personal information about all of us.

In this Article, I propose a change that can defuse the tension
between employer liability and employee privacy, and can produce a
more desirable balance between legitimate employer needs and our
personal privacy. I propose that we return to the traditionally limited
use of the respondeat superior doctrine and at least in part replace it
with the under-used torts of negligent hiring, retention, and supervi-
sion. In contrasting the approach of respondeat superior (holding an

VA. BAR ASS'N. J. 12 (Summer 1997) (discussing survey). See also Edward R. Horkan, Con-
tracting Around the Law of Defamation and Employment References, 79 VA. L. REv. 517 (1993).
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employer strictly liable for the torts of its employees) with the
approach of these negligence-based torts (holding an employer
directly liable for its own negligence in employing the tortfeasor)5 , I
argue that this change places in the correct context the necessary bal-
ancing between employee privacy and employer liability. The balanc-
ing decision-makers now attempt lacks proper context - respondeat
superior simply does not permit it. Once in the correct context, how-
ever, the relevant decision-makers can more easily decide the balance
they wish to strike between employee privacy and employer liability.
Eventually, I hope, decision-makers can reach consensus about what
invasions of our personal privacy that we are willing to accept in
exchange for the promise of more certain compensation that expan-
sive vicarious liability provides.

In Section II of this Article, I describe the current state of privacy
in the workplace. Making no pretense of professing to understand the
definitional and, what is the same, moral dimensions of privacy, I
describe recent attempts by employers to obtain personal information
about employees, the impetus behind such attempts, and the law's
incomplete responses to them. In Section III of the Article, I trace the
traditional uses and limitations of the respondeat superior doctrine
and discuss the recent jurisprudence engaging in an unprecedented
expansion of the doctrine. I then launch into discussion of the torts of
negligent hiring, retention, and supervision. Conceding a close rela-
tionship between these torts and respondeat superior, I expose a hid-
den but critical distinction between the manner in which such cases
are actually tried in court. Finally, by relying upon this distinction, I
offer in Section IV my proposal to defuse the tension between respon-
deat superior and employee privacy.

II. EMPLOYEE PRIVACY

Gail Nelson, a secretary at a small college in Massachusetts,
expressed her dismay when a colleague discovered a video camera
installed by their employer in their office.6 Apparently, the video
camera had been filming them 24 hours a day for quite some time.
Ms. Nelson's chagrin was especially warranted: she typically changed

5 This description of holding the employer "directly" liable for "its own negligence" is
common but ultimately misleading, a point that I develop in Section III of this Article.

6 See Maggie Jackson, Privacy Vanishing In Workplace: Nearly Two-Thirds of Firms Sur-
veyed Spy On Workers, THE ARIZ. REPUBLIC, May 24, 1997, at El.
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into exercise clothes in her office before walking home from work
every day. She said, "They may have installed the camera for security
reasons, but I can't see why they didn't tell me."7

Anecdotal evidence of some employers' disrespect for employ-
ees' privacy abounds. School officials in one Arizona high school
installed video cameras into the principal's private shower to learn
whether he was sexually involved with a secretary.8 ITT Sheraton
Corporation secretly videotaped workers in the male employees'
locker room, ostensibly to investigate suspicions of drug activity.9
And now the University of Massachusetts Medical Center forces its
nurses to wear badges with infrared sensors that will constantly
pinpoint their exact whereabouts.'

Empirical reports, while few and sketchy, support the anecdotal
evidence that employers are increasingly willing to invade employees'
privacy. Survey results released in 1997 by the American Management
Association indicated that 63 percent of the 900 mid-sized and large
companies surveyed admit to some form of employee surveillance or
monitoring, and nearly a quarter of those do not tell their employees
about it." And the examples do not merely include only videotaping
- of those surveyed, 10.4 percent tape employees' phone conversa-
tions, 5.2 percent review employees' voice mail, 14.9 percent review
electronic mail, 15.7 percent videotape employees' performance, and
34 percent videotape employees to "counter theft, violence, or sabo-
tage but not to monitor job performance. ' 12 In addition, 13.7 percent
review employees' actual computer files.13

An earlier survey indicates that a trend likely is underway. A
1.993 survey found that over 30 percent of large companies (defined as
those with over one thousand employees) routinely engaged in the
monitoring of employees.14 Of those, 73.8 percent searched employ-
ees' computer files, 41.5 percent examined electronic mail, 27.7 per-

7 Id.
8 See Kirstin Downey Grimsley, 35% of Firms Found to Monitor Workers Electronically,

WASH. POST, May 24, 1997, at F1.
9 See Stuart Silverstein, Careful - The Cubicles Have Ears, L.A.TMES, May 23, 1997, at

D1.
10 See Diane E. Lewis, Privacy - Workplace: The Walls Have Eyes, DAYTON DAILY NEWS,

June 23, 1997, at 11A.
11 See Jackson, supra note 6, at El (discussing survey).
12 Silverstein, supra note 9, at Dl.
13 See Jackson, supra note 6, at El.
14 See Charles Piller, Bosses with X-ray Eyes, MACWORLD, July 1993, at 118.
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cent read network messages, and 15.4 percent reviewed employee
voicemail.15

The methods of surveillance examined by the surveys hardly
exhausts the methods by which employers invade employee privacy;
as I explain briefly later in this Article, technological advance permits
a bevy of possibilities. Nevertheless, I do not present a parade of hor-
ribles merely for polemic value. Instead, in this Section, I intend to
convince the reader that invasions of employee privacy, at least in the
private sector,16 are an increasingly alarming problem.

A. Defining Privacy in the Workplace

The legal academy has come no closer to defining the evanescent
"right to privacy" since Samuel D. Warren and Louis D. Brandeis
called it the "right to be let alone" in their seminal article, The Right
to Privacy, published in the fledgling Harvard Law Review over one
hundred years ago. 7 Nevertheless, this has not stopped many aca-
demic luminaries from trying. One generation after Warren and
Brandeis, Roscoe Pound defined privacy as an expression of a per-
son's personhood, thus defining the individual's human essence.18

Much later, Alan Westin declared that privacy was the individual's
right to determine "when, how, and to what extent information about
them is communicated to others." 19 Still others define privacy by
resort to elemental synonyms, such as "secrecy, anonymity, and
solitude."20

15 See id. at 120, 123.
16 Because of the lack of constitutional protection, private sector employees have far fewer

protections than public sector employees. See Laura B. Pincus & Clayton Trotter, The Disparity
Between Public and Private Sector Employee Privacy Protections: A Call for Legitimate Privacy
Rights for Private Sector Workers, 33 AM. Bus. L.J. 51, 55 (1995); see also infra note 39 and
accompanying text.

17 Samuel D. Warren & Louis D. Brandeis, The Right to Privacy, 4 HARV. L. Rav. 193, 195
(1890). In publishing the article, Warren and Brandeis practically invented a right to privacy in
tort law where practically none had existed. See Ken Gormley, One Hundred Years of Privacy,
1992 Wis. L. REV. 1335, 1345 (1992).

18 See Roscoe Pound, Interests in Personality, 28 HARV. L. REV. 343 (1915).
19 ALAN F. WESTIN, PRIVACY AND FREEDOM 7 (1967).
20 Ruth Gavison, Privacy and the Limits of the Law, 89 YALE L.J. 421, 433 (1980).

Another scholar taking this approach has waxed eloquently, "[tihe right to privacy is one of the
most cherished, fundamental, and significant human rights. The right to privacy embodies the
esteem that a civilized society holds for the values of personal dignity, integrity, and sense of
selfhood." Frank J. Cavico, Invasion of Privacy in the Private Employment Sector: Tortuous and
Ethical Aspects, 30 Hous. L. REV. 1263, 1265 (1993).
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The attempt to define "the right to privacy" is understandable.
By giving at least some measure of definitional certainty to "the right
to privacy," such scholars want to establish predictable if only theo-
retical boundaries protected from the transgression of others by legal
compulsion. Unlike the monumental efforts of those who came
before me and those who undoubtedly will write about privacy after
me, however, I do not offer my own attempt to define the "right to
privacy." Instead, I only offer the observation that we do lack defi-
nite boundaries in the employment context, and I argue later in this
Article that we have no discernable boundaries in part because we
lack the mechanism by which we can evaluate employee privacy rules
and employer liability rules simultaneously, as they should be.

Nevertheless, without attempting to define "privacy," let alone
"the right to privacy," I believe that I can fairly say that there are two
general uses of the reference to a right to privacy. The first sometimes
has constitutional dimension: the desire to make personal decisions
free from outside interference. Obvious examples include the deci-
sions to abort or to continue a pregnancy, to engage in homosexual or
heterosexual conduct, to worship however one chooses, to commit sui-
cide, and the like. Second, and the one much more involved in the
employment setting, is the attempt to restrict access to information
about oneself from the perception of others. Employers typically are
much more interested in intruding upon this latter type of privacy.21

1. Employer Intrusions

Well, then, to what intrusive actions by an employer do I refer?
Perhaps most insolent is the covert surveillance of employees by pro-
fessional and amateur investigators. Management gurus, advising
employers how to identify violent employees, urge employers to hire

For a wide-ranging survey of the various formulations of the right to privacy, see Gor-
mley, supra note 17, at 1335-40.

21 By focusing on intrusive efforts to expropriate private information, I do not mean to
belittle the incidence of other matters some consider violative employees' rights to privacy, such
as strict regulation of personal expression in the workplace. See, e.g., Garcia v. Spun Steak Co.,
998 F.2d 1480, 1487 (9th Cir. 1993) (upholding an employer's forbidding of on-duty employees
from speaking Spanish) and restrictions on off-duty romantic relationships. Compare Salazar v.
Furr's, Inc., 629 F. Supp. 1403 (N.M. 1986) (dismissing claim of grocery store clerk terminated
because she married an employee of a competitor) with Rulon-Miller v. IBM, 208 Cal. Rptr. 524
(Cal. Ct. App. 1984) (affirming verdict for employee terminated for dating a competitor's
employee, because she had no access to confidential information nor was there evidence that she
had supplied such information to her boyfriend).

[Vol. 8:2
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outside firms to investigate applicant and employees.22 A consequent
"entire industry has sprung up to conduct background checks and dig
into existing employees' histories."23

Such employer "background" investigations can delve into mat-
ters typically considered deeply private. In Pemberton v. Bethlehem
Steel Corp.,24 Robert Pemberton apparently drew the ire of Bethle-
hem Steel Corporation for his efforts to prevent Bethlehem from con-
tracting out work that Pemberton believed was covered by a collective
bargaining agreement between his union and Bethlehem. In response,
Bethlehem Steel engaged an independent investigating firm to
surveille Mr. Pemberton for twelve days at Mr. Pemberton's resi-
dence, outside a shopping center and a convenience store, along pub-
lic roads, and outside what appeared to be his girlfriend's home. In
addition, the evidence showed that one at least one occasion, a listen-
ing device of some sort was placed on the door of a motel room where
Mr. Pemberton was staying, and the surveillance was maintained from
the bottom of a stairwell. In any event, these detective reports detail-
ing Mr. Pemberton's extramarital affair were eventually mailed to Mr.
Pemberton's wife.26

Technological advance incurs much greater worry than old-fash-
ioned snooping. Any observer of the 1990s is familiar with recent pro-
gress in computers, telecommunications, genetic science, and the like.
As one scholar observing the new technology and the potential for
employer abuse has commented, "it is apparent that employees and
employers have reached the threshold of a state that even George
Orwell did not imagine."27

For example, advances in communications technology have left
employees painfully vulnerable to covert eavesdropping. As most
white-collar workers are aware, many businesses rely on computers
not only to produce work, such as in document production, but as the
central corporate communications system. 28 Employees in an ever-
growing number of firms consequently use e-mail to communicate

22 See, e.g., MARIANNE MINOR, PREVENTING WORKPLACE VIOLENCE: POSITIVE MANAGE-

MENT STRATEGIES 31, 32 (1995).
23 Samuel Greengard, PERSONNEL J., May 1, 1996, at 74.
24 502 A.2d 1101 (Md. Ct. Spec. App. 1986).
25 See id. at 1117.
26 See id.
27 Paul F. Gerhart, Employee Privacy Rights in the United States, 17 CoMp. LAB. L.J. 175,

176 (1995).
28 See Cavico, supra note 20, at 1327-28.
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both on a professional and personal level with co-employees and with
outsiders. Reading employees' e-mail, then, can be intrusive in a
manner possible a decade ago only by eavesdropping on telephone
conversations.

But even snooping on telephone conversations has progressed
along with technology. For example, cellular phone interception sys-
tems permit employers to listen in on cellular phone conversations,
keep logs of times and length of calls, and even record conversations
on computer for analysis at the employer's leisure.29 One leading jour-
nal for management attorneys exhorts its readers to advise employers
to review employees' voice mail.3" In addition, "Big Brother"
software, originally designed for parental monitoring of children, per-
mits employers to monitor and control their employees' Internet
activity.31 Combined with technological advances designed to record
non-verbal behavior, such as long-distance cameras and modern video
and audio equipment, 32 "[n]ow an immense new array of sophisticated
technology is available to the employer .... A greater number of
employers have at their disposal the instruments necessary to engage
in surveillance, monitoring, and testing of employees. 33

Developments in medical testing create even more fundamental
concerns for employees fearful of prying employers. Ms. Vertis Ellis,
who had been an employee of a laboratory at the University of Cali-
fornia-Berkeley, did not realize until late 1994 that she had been
tested for syphilis, for the sickle cell gene, and for pregnancy without
her knowledge at each of her six company medical exams over the
twenty-nine years she had worked for the laboratory.34 A recent law-
suit brought on behalf of the thousands of employees who work at the
lab assert that all new hires were tested for syphilis, all African-Amer-
icans were tested for the sickle cell gene, and all women tested for

29 See Mark Frankel, Candid Camera: Corporate Snooping 101, NEW REPUBLIC, May 20,
1996, at 11.

30 Clay D. Creps, Employees' Privacy and Employers' Right to Monitor, FOR THE DEFENSE,
December 1996, at 15-16.

31 See "Big Brother" Software Lets Employers Monitor Workers' Internet Activity Content,
SOFTWARE INDUS. REP., April 8, 1996, at 1, 2.

32 Tiny video cameras now are barely larger than a piece of bubble gum, one management
attorney reports. See Creps, supra note 30, at 16.

33 Cavico, supra note 20, at 1265.
34 See Dana Hawkins, A Bloody Mess at One Federal Lab, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP.,

June 23, 1997, at 26.
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pregnancy.35 Mark Covington, a black employee at the lab, tested
positive for the sickle cell gene in 1992, but the laboratory did not tell
him. "It's disgusting," Mr. Covington said. "It goes back to the time
when blacks were treated like filthy animals, and they wanted to make
sure we weren't contaminating their environment. ' 36 As sophisti-
cated genetic screening and testing techniques develop, the possibili-
ties of employer abuse multiply even beyond that of which Mr.
Covington poignantly complained.37

Many if not most Americans find the prospect of our employer
reading our e-mail, eavesdropping on our telephone calls, and secretly
videotaping us when we believe we are alone somewhat unnerving. 8

Although realizing that an employer may be motivated by legitimate
concerns, we individualistic Americans still do not want uninvited
guests in our private lives. We prefer to set our own limits, and with-
out excellent excuse we want those limits respected.

Unsurprisingly, then, Americans tend to be aware of and very
grateful for the constitutional protections guarding their privacy
against invasion by the government. The prohibition against the gov-
ernment invading our homes, or searching our persons, or tapping our
telephones are welcome, indeed. Because of the familiar regard for
constitutional protections, however, we often forget that the Constitu-
tion generally has no effect against private parties, including private
employers.39 Thus, private sector employees must look beyond the

35 See id.
36 Id. at 27.
37 See CBS Evening News, Newscast. Genetic Testing Lawsuit Appealed; Survey Finds Many

Companies Performing the Controversial Examinations, 1997 WL 5613959, June 23, 1997 (CBS
Television Broadcast, June 22, 1997); Larry Gostin, Genetic Discrimination: The Use of Geneti-
cally Based Diagnostic and Prognostic Tests by Employers and Insurers, 17 Am. J. L. & MED. 109
(1991); see also Lori Andrews, Body Science: As Medical Research Unlocks the Secrets of Genet-
ics, the Battle Over Who Can Have Access to Your Personal Life is Just Getting Under Way in
Courts and Legislatures, 83 A.B.A.J., April, 1997, at 47; Matthew W. Finkin, Employee Privacy,
American Values, and the Law, 72 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 221, 229-30 (1996).

38 The American Civil Liberties Union recently reported that the largest category of com-
plaints it receives involve violations of privacy in the workplace. Peter Blackman & Barbara
Granklin, Blocking Big Brother: Proposed Law Limits Employers' Right to Snoop, N.Y.L.J. Aug.
19, 1993, at 5. Unsurprisingly, in 1995, eighty-two percent of those surveyed in the United States
said that they are "concerned today about threats to their personal privacy," up from thirty-four
percent in 1970. See Louis HARRIS ET AL., THE EOUIFAX-HARRIS MID-DECADE SURVEY ON

CONSUMER PRIVACY (1995).
39 For example, the Fourth Amendment restricts workplace searches by government

employers, see O'Connor v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709 (1987), but does not so restrict private employ-
ers, because a private employer's searches ordinarily does not constitute state action. About the
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United States Constitution for protection of their privacy. I discuss
this next.

2. Legal Protections for Private-Sector Employees' Privacy

In the absence of protection from the United States Constitution,
private-sector employees potentially may rely upon state constitu-
tional law, statutory law, and common law as sources of workplace
privacy protection. Despite the promise that state constitutional law
holds, however, private sector employees presently have little
recourse to state constitutions for protections against invasions of
their privacy.4° Thus, aside from the rare contractual provision pro-
tecting employee privacy, ordinary common law and statutory law
provide the only sources of protections against invasion of privacy for
private sector employees.41 To evaluate the current state of workplace
privacy, a brief review of these sources of law is appropriate.

a. Common Law

Employees have resorted to an odd assortment of four distinct
causes of action that have developed under the general tort of inva-
sion of privacy. These four causes of action are (1) unreasonable
intrusion upon the seclusion of another, (2) unreasonable publicity
given to another's private life, (3) misappropriation of another's name
or likeness, and (4) publicity that unreasonably places another in a
false light before the public.42 I focus on the first two, because they
are the two most commonly used to remedy paradigmatic violations of
privacy in the workplace.43

Generally speaking, "[o]ne who intentionally intrudes, physically
or otherwise, upon the solitude or seclusion of another or his private

only limit on private "employment" enforced by the United States Constitution is the Thirteenth
Amendment, which flatly prohibits slavery. See U.S. CONST. amend. XIII.

40 See Kevin J. Conlon, Privacy in the Workplace, 72 CHI.-KENT L. REv. 285, 286 (1996).
An important exception exists in California. California courts have construed Article I, Section 1
of the California Constitution to prohibit intrusions into an employee's privacy unless the
employer can show a compelling interest justifying the invasion. See, e.g., Soroka v. Dayton
Hudson Corp., 1 Cal. Rptr. 2d 77 (1991); Semore v. Pool, 266 Cal. Rptr. 280 (1990).

41 Further, because consent is almost universally a complete defense to causes of action
arising from these sources of legal protection, employers can and in fact often do contract
around these rules.

42 See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 652A (1977).
43 See MARK A. Rothstein, Employment Law § 5.14, at 325 (1994); Creps, supra note 30, at
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affairs or concerns, is subject to liability to the other for invasion of his
privacy, if the intrusion would be highly offensive to a reasonable per-
son."44  In practice, courts define the scope of an employee's "rea-
sonable expectation of privacy" and then weigh this against the
employer's interests in obtaining the information.45 If the employer's
explanation for the intrusion is legitimate, the tort practically has lim-
ited effect.

In Mares v. ConAgra Poultry Co., Inc., an employee filed a law-
suit alleging intrusion upon seclusion, because her employer termi-
nated her for refusing to complete and return a "prescription drugs
and over-the-counter medication form" to the employer. 6 The form
demanded disclosure of the names and dosage of any prescription and
non-prescription medications she used, the names of physicians who
prescribed the medication, the illness for which the medication was
being taken, the length of time the employee expected to be taking
the medication, and so on. Despite the very personal nature of such
information, the court nevertheless upheld summary judgment for the
employer. Over a strong dissent, the court explained that the
employer offered "legitimate" reasons for requiring such information,
such as maintaining its program of testing for illicit drug use.47

Likewise, in Brazinski v. Amoco Petroleum Additives Co.,48 the
court opined that female employees complaining that they were vide-
otaped in a workplace locker room in which they changed clothes
probably could not state a cause of action, because the employer was
videotaping the locker room to catch two "lovebird" employees who
apparently stole away in the locker room during work hours. The
court felt "that if the method of surveillance chosen is the least indis-

44 RESTATEMENT, supra note 42, § 652B.
45 See Conlon, supra note 40, at 290. Courts sometimes find that an employee does not

have a reasonable expectation of privacy in the subject of the employer's intrusion without ever
considering the employer's interests in obtaining the information. See, e.g., Smyth v. Pillsbury
Co., 914 F. Supp. 97, 101 (E.D.Pa. 1996)(finding no reasonable expectation of privacy in e-mail
communications between co-workers despite assurances from company that such communica-
tions would not be intercepted by management). Other courts measure an employee's reason-
able expectation of privacy by reference to the employer's interests, turning the endeavor into a
one-step process. See, e.g., Alabama Electric Co-Operative v. Partridge, 225 So.2d 848, 851
(Ala. 1969) (holding that an employee's reasonable expectation of privacy was limited by the
employee's filing of a personal injury claim, because the employer has an interest in identifying
fraudulent claims).

46 971 F.2d 492, 493 (10th Cir. 1992).
47 See id. at 496.
48 6 F.3d 1176 (7th Cir. 1993).
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criminate possible for achieving a lawful and important objective, the
stranger whose privacy is incidentally and accidentally compromised
... should not be heard to complain of invasion of h[er] privacy. 49

Unreasonable publicity given to another's private life is defined
as "[p]ublication or publicity absent any waiver or privilege of private
matters in which the public has no legitimate concern so as to bring
shame or humiliation to a person of ordinary sensibilities. 50 In defin-
ing private matters, the Restatement explained, "[s]exual relations, for
example, are normally entirely private matters, as are family quarrels,
many unpleasant or disgraceful or humiliating illnesses, most intimate
personal letters, most details of a man's life in his home, and some of
his past history that he would rather forget."51 In practice, however,
generally only the most outrageous exposures of highly personal mat-
ters to the public-at-large are actionable." Disclosure to a more lim-
ited group of persons than the public-at-large generally bars recovery.
Thus, in Eddy v. Brown,53 the Oklahoma Supreme Court held that the
plaintiff failed to state a case of unreasonable publicity when his
supervisor told several of the plaintiff's co-workers that he knew from
the plaintiff's employment file that the plaintiff had sought mental
health treatment. Despite the co-workers' subsequent humiliating
teasing of the plaintiff, the court felt that the supervisor's announce-
ment was made to too small a group of people to constitute sufficient
publicity.54

b. Statutory Law

Aside from state common law, privacy in private sector employ-
ment is largely governed by a patchwork of state and federal legisla-
tion. Lack of uniformity among the states generally means that an
employer's prerogatives vary widely from state to state.55

Of the few federal statutes providing some measure of protection
of employees' privacy, Title III of the Omnibus Crime Control and

49 Id. at 1183.
50 RESTATEMENT, supra note 42, § 652D.
51 Id.
52 See W. PAGE KEETON ET AL., PROSSER AND KEETON ON THE LAW OF TORTS § 117, at

857 (5th ed. 1984).
53 715 P.2d 74, 78 (Okla. 1986)
54 See id.
55 See Creps, supra note 30, at 17.
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Safe Streets Act of 1968,56 as amended by the Electronic Communica-
tions Privacy Act of 1986, is the most significant. The statute prohibits
the unauthorized interception of wire, oral, and electronic communi-
cations when the interception occurs on the premises of a business
affecting interstate commerce.57 Taken at face value, the statute
essentially attempts to ban most forms of surreptitious eavesdropping,
save the boss placing the proverbial ear to the door. The statute pro-
vides both civil remedies58 and, in limited circumstances, criminal
penalties.59

The statute, however, has significant holes in coverage. First,
although the term "electronic communications" likely includes e-
mail,6° the statute does not prohibit the interception of messages sent
on internal company e-mail systems. 61 Given the increased reliance
on the computer as a means of communication, this is a serious gap in
coverage. In addition, because of the difficulty in characterizing voice
mail messages as "wire" or "electronic," there is some uncertainty
regarding whether the statute prohibits private employers from
reviewing voicemail messages.62

More importantly, however, Congress considerably limited the
statute's effectiveness by carving significant exceptions to the prohibi-
tion against interception. First, an interception does not violate the
Act if the interception is accomplished by a device used by the
employer in the "ordinary course of ... business. ' 63 So, under this
exception, if an employer intercepts an employee's telephone conver-
sation by listening in on an ordinary extension phone and the monitor-
ing is in the ordinary course of business, the prohibition does not

56 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2521 (1994).
57 "Intercept" is defined as "the aural or other acquisition of the contents of any wire,

electronic, or oral communications through the use of any electronic, mechanical, or other
device." 18 U.S.C. § 2510(4)(1994).

58 See 18 U.S.C. § 2520 (1994).
59 See 18 U.S.C. § 2511(4)(a)-(b) (1994).
60 Legislative history explains that electronic communication "also includes electronic mail,

digitized transmissions, and video teleconferences." See S. Rep. 99-541, at 14 (1986), reprinted in
1986 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3555, 3568.

61 See 18 U.S.C. § 2511(2)(a)(I) (1993).
62 See Julienne W. Bramesco, Employee Privacy: Avoiding Liability in the Electronic Age,

562 PRAc L. INST. 515, 522 (1997) (discussing contradictory caselaw); Lawrence B. Fine &
Kwame K. Satchell, The Impact of E-Mail, Voicemail, and Other Technological Developments in
the Workplace, MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIus L.L.P. LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT LAW SEMINAR 6-
4 (1995) (on file with author).

63 18 U.S.C. § 2510(5)(a) (1993).
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apply. For example, courts have accepted an employer's explanation
that it eavesdropped to learn whether an employee was divulging con-
fidential company information.'

Second, an interception does not violate the Act if one of the
parties to the communication consents.65 Under this exception, an
employee impliedly consents to the monitoring of communications if
the employer informs the employees that it has a policy of monitoring
communications.66 While the consent provision has the laudable
effect of forcing the employer to exchange information regarding tele-
phone privacy with the employee, employees with weak bargaining
power as compared to their employers often have little choice but to
assent to the employer's demand.67

The other federal statutes providing protection for employee pri-
vacy are generally of very limited scope. For example, the Employee
Polygraph Protection Act of 198868 restricts employers' use of lie
detectors, but the Act contains several significant exemptions ranging
from an exemption for using the test in an investigation involving eco-
nomic loss or injury to the employer's business to exemptions for
employers in particular industries.69  Likewise, the Fair Credit
Reporting Act of 1970,70 while limiting the information available in a
credit report, still permits the furnishment of a credit report to those
that "intend[ ] to use the information for employment purposes. '71

3. The Market-Based Alternative to Legal Protections of Employee
Privacy

Observing the proliferating incidence of employer intrusions in
employee privacy and lamenting the limited protections currently
afforded private sector employees, several commentators have called

64 See Briggs v. American Air Filter Co., 630 F.2d 414 (5th Cir. 1980).
65 See 18 U.S.C. § 2511(2)(c) (1993).
66 See Watkins v. L.M. Berry & Co., 704 F.2d 577, 581 (1lth Cir. 1983) (holding that con-

sent to a policy of monitoring business-related telephone calls was not tantamount to consenting
to a policy of monitoring all telephone calls).

67 For a discussion of employer-employee bargaining for privacy, see infra note 118 and
accompanying text.

68 See 29 U.S.C. §§2001-2009 (1990).
69 See 29 U.S.C. § 2006 (1990).
70 15 U.S.C. §§ 1681 et seq. (1993).
71 15 U.S.C. § 1681b(3)(B) (1993). This past fall, however, Congress took a positive step in

requiring an employer to obtain its applicants' and employees' consent before obtaining the
credit report. See 15 U.S.C. § 1681b(3)(B)(1997).
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for increased governmental intervention and regulation of privacy in
the workplace.72 In this respect, such proposals essentially demand
that decision-makers in the United States vastly expand statutory or
constitutional protection of employee privacy rights as has been done
in one manner or another by the governments in Spain, Germany,
France, Italy, and New Zealand, among others.73

An economist-lawyer likely would reject these proposals. Adher-
ents to the law and economics school typically advocate reliance upon
market efficiencies to define the limit of employees' privacy rights -
or at least, to allow employees to determine for themselves how much
their privacy is worth. In other words, according to positive neoclassi-
cal economics, employees (like all presumably rational people in all
respects) seek to maximize their happiness, and thus they select the
exact mixture of wages and working conditions that they like best.74

So, the argument goes, an employee will demand higher wages from
an employer who invades the employee's privacy in a manner that the
employee does not like. Conversely, an employer who respects the
employee's boundaries of privacy can pay the employee less than he
would need to pay if he did not respect those boundaries. Assuming
the nonexistence of transaction costs, the lawyer-economist might
continue the argument: the employee and employer will bargain to the
point where the marginal utility of the additional gains to the
employer from monitoring the employee equals the marginal cost of

72 See, e.g., Kevin J. Conlon, Privacy in the Workplace, 72 CHI.-KENT L. REV. 285 (1996);
Laura B. Pincus & Clayton Trotter, The Disparity Between Public and Private Sector Employee
Privacy Protections: A Call for Legitimate Privacy Rights for Private Sector Workers, 33 AM.
Bus. L.J. 51 (1995); David N. King, Note, Privacy Issues in the Private-Sector Workplace: Protec-
tion from Electronic Surveillance and the Emerging "Privacy Gap", 67 S. CAL. L. REV. 441
(1994).

73 See Gerhart, supra note 27, at 205. In Spain, constitutional protections of privacy, reli-
gion, and speech have been applied in the private employment relationship in recent years, erod-
ing a historic division of public versus private employment rights that was very similar to the one
currently persevering in the United States. See Salvador Del Rey Guanter, Employee Privacy in
Spanish Labor Relations, 17 COMp. LAB. L.J. 122 (1995). Germany's constitutional law has
evolved similarly, see Manfred Weiss & Barbara Geck, Worker Privacy in Germany, 17 COMp.
LAB. L.J. 75 (1995), while France's Civil Code protects the privacy rights of all employees. See
Jean-Emmanuel Ray & Jacques Rojot, Worker Privacy in France, 17 COMp. LAB. L.J. 61 (1995).
Both Italy and New Zealand rely on statutory enactments to protect broadly the privacy of
employees. See Roberto Romei & Silvana Sciarra, The Protection of Employees' Privacy: A
Survey of Italian Legislation and Case Law, 17 CoMp. LAB. L.J. 91 (1995); John M. Howells, The
Privacy Act of 1993: A New Zealand Perspective, 17 COMP. LAB. L.J. 107 (1995).

74 See Ehrenberg and Smith, supra note 1, at 3.
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paying the employee higher wages for additional invasions of
privacy. 75

Thus, in one sense, the law and economics argument envisions
and applauds an employer "selling" an employee protection from
invasions of her privacy by requiring the employee to accept lower
wages. In turn, a rational employee will "buy" protection of her pri-
vacy only to the extent that the employee is able and willing to with-
stand the reduction in wages that agreeing to the "purchase" entails.
According to the traditional law and economics view, therefore, in the
absence of governmental regulation, the parties will bargain to the
efficient result. This attraction to the normative goal of utility max-
imization, with its incessant analysis of actual and potential transac-
tions to see if they increase wealth and its steadfast rejection of
interference with the market, is a familiar one indeed.76

In my view, however, applying the law and economics school's
traditional approach to the question of employee privacy is a good
example of the vulnerability of the entire mode of analysis to the
three most common tactics of the school's critics: first, the attacking of
efficiency as the predominant normative goal in evaluating rules and
transactions; second, the doubting of neoclassical economics' basic
assumptions; and third, the general questioning of "the utility of
abstract theoretical modeling in social sciences."77 Although I save
the last criticism for another article (written by some other author), I
take up here the first two criticisms.

The first criticism - attacking efficiency as the predominant nor-
mative goal - draws its essence from the much older criticisms of
classical utilitarianism, as it was first set forth by Jeremy Bentham.
Happiness, a classic utilitarian such as Bentham holds, is all that mat-

75 For another exposition of the efficiency argument in relation to employee privacy, see
Pauline T. Kim, Privacy Rights, Public Policy, and the Employment Relationship, 57 OHIO ST.
L.J. 671, 710 (1996).

76 The breadth of the writings of the law and economics school, especially from the scholars
at the University of Chicago and University of Virginia law schools, is simply too great to list
here. For a general introduction to the law and economics approach, see generally RICHARD
POSNER, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE LAW (4th ed. 1992). For an interesting discussion of the
historical development of the efficiency criterion in economics and eventually in law, see Russell
Hardin, Magic on the Frontier: The Norm of Efficiency, 144 U. PA. L. REV. 1987, 1992-2003
(1996).

77 For an excellent summation of these general criticisms of law and economics, see Avery
W. Katz, Positivism and the Separation of Law and Economics, 94 MICH. L. REV. 2229, 2230
(1996).
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ters, and so the most desirable transaction is the one creating the
greatest happiness.7" Thus, the fundamental principle underlying utili-
tarianism is that we should determine whether an action is norma-
tively right by looking at what will happen as a result of taking the
action. In other words, a classic utilitarian will judge actions as good
or bad solely by virtue of their consequences. 9 So, if something other
than consequences matters, then the critics will have struck a fatal
blow at utilitarianism.

Despite a partial retreat from the absolutist position of classic
utilitarianism,8 ° the law and economics school essentially embraces
utilitarianism by embracing wealth maximization as a central norma-
tive principle. The interesting contribution of the law and economics
school to utilitarianism is this: something only has value to the extent
somebody is willing to pay for it. Thus, to the extent a person prizes
her privacy but cannot afford to accept the reductions in pay that her
employer will extract in return for agreeing to respect that privacy, the
employee's regard for her own privacy lacks value so far as the eco-
nomic analysis is concerned."' The necessary drive to situate all values
into a common currency - money - so that the values can be evalu-
ated and exchanged has been sharply criticized,8 2 and I agree that

78 See JEREMY BENTHAM, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES OF MORALS AND LEGIS-

LATION (J.H. Burns & H.L.A. Hart eds., Oxford Univ. Press 1996) (1789). Interestingly, Ben-
tham was a lawyer as well as a philosopher (a not uncommon combination), and he apparently
thought that his Principle of Utility was the guide for making law as well as individual moral
decisions. See JAMES RACHELS, THE ELEMENTS OF MORAL PHILOSOPHY 84 (1986).

79 This evaluation of each individual action by reference to its consequences describes the
modus operandi of only classical utilitarians. Other utilitarians, in response to stinging criticism,
later attempted to rehabilitate classic utilitarianism by shifting its scrutiny from the specific act to
general rules for acting.

James Rachels gives an excellent illustration: Suppose a black man has been wrongly
accused of a terrible crime, and you know that racial riots will ensue if he is found not guilty, and
you also know that those riots will result in the deaths of dozens of innocent people. Suppose
also that by bearing false witness against the accused, you could insure his conviction and
thereby avoid the riots. In effect, you would be destroying the life of one man but saving the life
of dozens. Is bearing false witness just? The classic utilitarian would say yes, because the conse-
quences (one lost life versus dozens of lives lost) of bearing false witness are better than the
consequences of not. The reforming utilitarians would say no, because in general not bearing a
false witness reaps better consequences. Thus, the reforming utilitarians would use the Principle
of Utility to establish general rules of conduct, and use those general rules instead of the Princi-
ple of Utility to evaluate each individual action. See RACHELS, supra note 78, at 98.

80 See RICHARD A. POSNER, THE PROBLEMS OF JURISPRUDENCE 374-82 (1990).
81 Interestingly, for the working poor, the minimum wage floor will actually prevent the

willing among them from accepting very low wages in return for respect for their privacy.
82 See Margaret J. Radin, Market-Inalienability, 100 HARV. L. REV. 1849, 1885 (1987).
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merely describing the endeavor to commodify everything seems
nearly enough to refute it. The criticism seems particularly weighty
when attempting to commodify deeply human experiences and emo-
tions, such as regard for one's privacy.

Nevertheless, this broadside attack on an economic analysis of
privacy rights in the workplace actually misses the mark somewhat.
Consequences of actions do matter a great deal, and willingness to
pay is probably the most objective, albeit incomplete measure of con-
sequences. Obviously, justice and individual rights also matter, very
much so, but I doubt the wisdom of the leading alternative to reliance
upon the market: reliance upon our personal beliefs about justice and
individual rights.83 For all of its faults, utilitarianism and its progeny,
the law and economics approach, is a very useful tool because it is
much less vulnerable to corruption by the biases of our society, our
upbringing, and our religion than are our personal notions of justice
and individual rights. Efficiency, at least so long as one also considers
distributional equity, should be an important normative goal in evalu-
ating transactions and rules.84 Thus, despite the moral and practical
difficulties inhering in using consequences, as measured by money, as
the predominant normative tool for evaluating actions, I cannot con-
demn the use of the market to set the bounds of privacy in the
workplace.

I find the internal critique - questioning the neoclassic econo-
mist's basic assumptions - a more effective criticism of using eco-
nomic analysis to evaluate workplace privacy. In my view, imperfect
information and transaction costs erect a formidable barrier to bar-
gaining over privacy in the workplace. First and most importantly, I

83 A preeminent ethical subjectivist, David Hume, thought that morality is a matter of sen-
timent rather than fact; thus, moral opinions are based only on our feelings. See DAVID HUME,
ENQUIRIES CONCERNING THE HUMAN UNDERSTANDING AND CONCERNING THE PRINCIPLES OF
MORALS (L.A. Selby-Bigge ed., 2d ed. 1902) (17.77). Closely aligned cultural relativists believe
that every standard of right and wrong is bound by our culture - what repulses one culture
attracts another. See RACHELS, supra note 78, at 14. I leave for the reader to decide whether
the conclusions of ethical subjectivism and cultural relativism follow their premises.

84 To the extent one views liberty as a competing goal of utility, then evaluating rules for
Pareto superiority, which requires the winners from more efficient rules to compensate the
losers, is the better approach. On the other hand, the more one views utility as the only legiti-
mate tool for evaluation, the more one will believe that Kaldor-Hicks efficiency, which gives its
blessing to a rule so long as the winners win more than the losers lose, is good enough. For an
interesting view on this point, see Katz, supra note 77, at 2239. For an explanation of Pareto and
Kaldor-Hicks efficiency, see ROBIN P. MALLOY, LAW AND ECONOMICS: A COMPARATIVE
APPROACH TO THEORY AND PRACTICE 38-42 (1990).
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doubt the usefulness of assuming a perfectly competitive market,
which the law and economics model assumes in chasing after the effi-
cient result. To assume a perfectly competitive labor market, one
must assume that employees move without cost and freely from one
job to another among competing employers to get the wage and work-
ing conditions package they prefer most. This assumption is simply
too far removed from reality to be worth much. Even ignoring for
the moment that there may not actually be many employers compet-
ing in any given geographic area, abandoning incumbency for a new
job grows increasingly (and eventually prohibitively) costly as the
employee grows older and is valued for employer-specific job skills.
In addition, I suspect that the concept of fair, arms'-length bargaining
between an employee and employer is somewhat illusory, especially
for the less educated and less wealthy. Thus, reliance upon the sub-
stantially fallacious assumption that workers can move freely and
without cost among competing employers calls into question the law
and economics school's instinctive resort to the market as an impor-
tant evaluative tool for workplace privacy.

Second, as the surveys noted above indicate, a substantial number
of employers hide from employees their intrusive policies by engaging
in surreptitious videotaping, electronic eavesdropping, and the like.
Even when the policies are not intentionally hidden, prospective
employers might well hesitate to advertise voluntarily invasive prac-
tices."S After all, no employer wants to emphasize the less pleasant
aspects of the job, for fear of being unable to attract applicants with-
out having to pay higher wages. Moreover, applicants likely will hesi-
tate to query about privacy concerns for fear of signaling to the
employer that he or she would be a difficult employee. Thus, appli-
cants for employment frequently will have insufficient information
telling them about the employer's practices involving privacy. So, in
the sense that an employee with knowledge of an employer's intrusive
policies "buys" her privacy from her employer to an extent dictated by
her financial wherewithal, an employer "steals back" the privacy of an
employee who does not know of her employer's objectionably intru-
sive policies.

85 Some employers may wish to inform employees of objectionable policies, however, to
destroy any reasonable expectation of privacy the employee may otherwise have had. See Patri-
cia F. Anderson & Rebecca L. Hamilton, Litigating Privacy in the 90s: What's Going On?, 446
PRAc. L. INST. 291, 359-63 (1996).
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Finally, I suspect many employers will be bedeviled by agency
problems. In other words, the employer's managers may more readily
invade subordinate employees' privacy than the employer itself would
have, thus creating an imperfect internalization of the costs of objec-
tionably intrusive policies. Although this problem might eventually
be corrected as the problem grows more evident, the difficulties of
changing jobs will limit the employer's need to correct the problem,
thus again permitting the pilfering of employee privacy.86

Despite the substantial concerns raised by the critics of reliance
on the market to determine the "efficient" amount of workplace pri-
vacy, however, I still cannot recommend what those critics often
advance as an alternative: comprehensive government regulation of
workplace privacy. Aside from difficulties in enforcement because of
the ease with which the protections could be evaded, employer and
employee needs simply vary too much from workplace to workplace
to attempt any blanket rules without engaging in hopelessly compli-
cated regulation. As a general rule, cautiously allowing the market to
determine privacy seems to me to be the better approach, despite both
real-world market imperfections and the concededly valid normative
critiques of the market approach. The currently expansive rules of
employer liability, however, distort the market by increasing sharply
an employer's incentives to gather as much information about their
employees as possible, a point I discuss in the next Section.

III. THE IMPETUS BEHIND INTRUSIVE POLICIES

To some extent, employers have always monitored employees at
work for a variety of reasons, most often to insure quality and quan-
tity of production. Such monitoring generally was done in person, by
the employer's supervisors and foremen. As I have demonstrated,
however, employers today dig behind employees' workplace faces to
an extent unnecessary to insure and in manners unlikely to measure
productivity. The question remains: why?

Evolving legal doctrine, influenced by sociocultural change, has
placed upon employers liability burdens unprecedented in American
legal history. Simultaneously, technological advance has enabled
employers to intrude upon employees' privacy using methods
unimaginable years ago. Staggering beneath the accumulated blame

86 A different exposition of this concern is set forth in Kim, supra note 75, at 714.
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rightfully directed towards their employees but redirected towards
themselves, some employers understandably resort to this new tech-
nology in hopes of learning information about employees that might
indicate an inclination to tortious behavior.

A. An Historical Perspective

Legal notions of "the right to privacy" have been shaped by two
major forces: technological advance and sociocultural change. Soon
after the War Between the States, the newly re-united United States
moved as a nation from an agrarian to an urban society.87 Immigrants
and ex-farmers filled eastern cities, and with the new opportunities for
economies of scale, newspapers were able to shift from being expen-
sive and of limited circulation to being cheap with mass circulation.88

In the 1870s alone, the rate of growth in the number of American
newspapers more than tripled the rate of growth of the nation's popu-
lation.89 Continuing through the 1880s, newspapers became much
more popular, due in great part to both rapid technology advances
and to the writers' sensationalist muckraking.9" New technology per-
mitted faster presses, and color printing and photography could be
reproduced cheaply for the first time.91 Soon thereafter, William Ran-
dolph Hearst and Joseph Pulitzer began the first newspaper chains,'
with their characteristic "yellow journalism" emphasizing sin, sex, and
violence.93 "Keyhole" journalism, Frank Mott's term for some of the
nineteenth century's journalistic focus on the intimacies of nearly any
public figure, reached a nadir in 1886 when prying reporters spied
upon President Grover Cleveland and his new wife on their honey-
moon and reported on the president's demeanor as he stood on the
balcony of the connubial residence the morning after his first night

87 See Deborah A. Ballam, The Evolution of Government-Business Relationships in the
United States: Colonial Times to Present, 31 AM. Bus. L.J. 553, 590-99 (1994).

88 See FRANK L. MOTr, AMERICAN JOURNALISM, A HISTORY 1690-1960, 411-12 (3rd ed.
1962); see also SIDNEY KOBRE, THE YELLOW PRESS AND GILDED AGE JOURNALISM 1 (1964).
See generally Patrick O'Neill, Optimizing and Restricting the Flow of Information: Remodeling
the First Amendment for a Convergent World, 55 U. PTr. L. REv. 1057, 1060-61 (1994).

89 See Mott, supra note 88, at 411.
90 See KoBRE, supra note 88, at 1.
91 See EDWIN EMERY & MICHAEL C. EMERY, THE PRESS AND AMERICA: AN INTERPRE-

rvE HISTORY OF THE MASS MEDIA 349-50 (3rd ed. 1972).
92 See id. at 351-55.
93 See id.
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with his bride.94 President Cleveland bitterly and publicly attacked
the press's intrusion.95

Looking back on the late nineteenth century period of journalis-
tic excess, Arthur Schlesinger, Sr. reflected, "[u]ndoubtedly, prying
sensationalism robbed American life of much of its privacy to the gain
chiefly of morbid curiosity." 96 As of 1890, frustration with the yellow
press undoubtedly resonated in Warren and Brandeis's piece, The
Right to Privacy, as one legal historian has recently concluded:

Thus, there is little doubt that the significant upheaval in Ameri-
can journalism and photography between 1870-1890 - and the con-
comitant abuses of the press and photographers in culling and
disseminating information - was the historical force which propelled
Warren and Brandeis towards publishing The Right to Privacy in late
1890.97

Warren and Brandeis's incredibly influential piece, combined with the
continuous excesses of the press, subsequently led to the adoption of
at least some form of a privacy tort through the vast majority of
American jurisdictions by the middle of the twentieth century.98

As America progressed through the twentieth century, however,
the government began to surveille people in manners previously
unimaginable. From J. Edgar Hoover to Senator Joseph McCarthy,
the middle portion of this century was marked by pseudo-official sus-
picion of large segments of the citizenry. 99 Hoover, as Director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, and Robert F. Kennedy, as Attorney
General of the United States, encouraged the extensive use of wire-
taps, 100 and the efforts of some states to ban wiretapping failed.1"' In
addition, newly developed, tiny microphones, televisions, and trans-
mitters permitted government agents to watch and listen to practi-

94 See Mott, supra note 88, at 444.
95 See Don R. Pember, Privacy and the Press: The Law, the Mass Media, and the First

Amendment 16 (1972).
96 ARTHUR M. SCHLESINGER, SR., THE RISE OF THE CITY, 1878-1898, 194 (1933).
97 Gormley, supra note 17, at 1060-61.
98 See id. at 1356.
99 See generall, Selma R. Williams, Red Listed: Haunted by the Washington Witch Hunt

(1993).
100 See RALPH DE TOLEDANO, J. EDGAR HOOVER: THE MAN IN HIS TIME 314-21 (1973)

(Although Hoover's aggressive surveillance was common knowledge at the time, Kennedy qui-
etly authorized the use of wiretaps as much as Hoover did).

101 See ALAN F. WESTIN, PRIVACY AND FREEDOM 191-92 (1967).
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cally every private action. 2 Simultaneously, the use of private
investigators (who often were inspired to use the same surreptitious
technology that government agents did) in business and even family
disputes swelled in popularity.10 3

Again in the context of technology advance and social change,
the law reacted. In this particular context, the jurisprudence sur-
rounding the Fourth Amendment gradually embraced notions of con-
stitutionally-protected privacy, culminating in Katz v. United States1°4,

in which the Court, referring to the bugged telephone booth at issue,
held that what a person "seeks to preserve as private, even in an area
accessible to the public, may be constitutionally protected .... 10

More recently, the developments of technology and social change
have altered decisional privacy rights as well as informational privacy
rights. 106 The scientific community made remarkable improvements
to contraception of the late 1950s and 1960s, and the unprecedented
effectiveness of oral contraceptives helped the birth-control pill soon
become the most popularly and inconspicuously used contraceptive.10 7

Shortly thereafter, medical advances helped abortion become a rela-
tively safe and routine procedure for the pregnant mother. 10 8 As these
developments began to place ultimate decisions about life itself in the
grasp of nearly everyone, some state legislatures attempted to shift
such intimate decisions from the individual to the collective by enact-
ing restrictive statutes. Eventually, the law responded with a penum-
bral interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment in, among others,
the cases of Griswold v. Connecticut10 9 and Roe v. Wade"' to return
such decisions to the individual.

102 See id. at 179.
103 See id.

104 389 U.S. 347, 351 (1967).
105 Id. at 351 (1967). For a convincing argument linking the surveillance technology

advances of the mid 1900s with the Supreme Court's acceptance of privacy in the Fourth
Amendment, see Gormley, supra note 17, at 1369.

106 For a discussion of the distinction, see textual paragraph supra note 20.
107 See KURT BUTLER & LYNN RAYNER, THE BEST MEDICINE: THE COMPLETE HEALTH

AND PREVENTIVE MEDICINE HANDBOOK 192, 202 (1985); JANE BRODIN, THE NEW YORK TIMES
GUIDE TO PERSON HEALTH 192 (1982); MALCOLM PoTrs & CLIVE WOOD, NEW CONCEPTS IN
CONTRACEPTION 125-28 (1972).

108 See Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 149 n. 44 (1973).
109 381 U.S. 479 (1965). Griswold is the landmark case striking down Connecticut's statute

prohibiting the use of contraception.
110 410 U.S. 113 (1973). Roe is the landmark case striking down Texas's prohibition on

abortions.
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Thus, technological development and sociocultural change have
been driving the legal definition of "privacy" for generations of Amer-
icans. As America became urbanized after the War Between the
States, and as the modern press flourished with mass production, pho-
tography, and reporting of lurid tales, the law responded with privacy
torts. In the middle decades of the twentieth century, as government
investigators grew increasingly suspicious of various alleged subver-
sives and criminals and bandied about their miniature microphones
and wiretaps, the law responded with the birth of modern Fourth
Amendment privacy. More recently, as the reproductive choices grew
as quickly as the sexual mores and reproductive technology changed
during the 1960s, the law again responded, this time with the creative
expansion of Fourteenth Amendment privacy.

Technological advance and sociocultural change have converged
again to present an alarming challenge to privacy - this time in the
workplace. As I have already demonstrated, technological advances
have enabled employers to obtain private information about employ-
ees using methods unimagined several years ago. Simultaneously, a
central sociocultural change has been driving employers to exploit the
technology in an aggressive grab behind their employees' workplace
faces: the emergence of the litigious American society.

Americans' modern penchant for litigation has been well docu-
1112mented and bemoaned in the popular press,"' in business literature, 2

and by lawyers and judges themselves." 3 In the United States during
the twenty-five year period after 1960, the percentage of gross
national product devoted to outside legal services more than doubled,
the pages added annually to the Federal Register more than tripled,
and the rate of growth in the number of lawyers more than quadru-
pled the rate of growth of the general population." 4 One exasperated
federal judge observing the surging expansion of litigation in recent
years exclaimed, "the process [of litigation] became an end in itself

111 See, e.g., John Leo, The World's Most Litigious Nation, U.S. NEWS & WORLD REP., May
22, 1995, at 24. For one prominent law professor's popular work attacking tort litigation's
excesses see JEFFREY O'CONNELL & C. BRIAN KELLY, THE BLAME GAME: INJURIES, INSUR-
ANCE, AND INJUSTICE (1987).

112 See, e.g., Chistopher C. Saunders, Asset Protection Gaining Importance in a Litigious
World, SAN ANTONIO Bus. J., April 4, 1997, 1997 WL 7604079, at *1.

113 See, e.g., Editorial, At the Edge, NAT'L L.J., June 9, 1997, at A20; Marjorie 0. Rendell,
What is the Role of the Judge in our Litigious Society?, 40 VILL. L. REV. 1115 (1995).

114 See Samuel J. Brakel, Using What We Know About Our Civil Litigation System: A Cri-
tique of "Base-Rate" Analysis and Other Apologist Diversions, 31 GA. L. REV. 77, 119-20 (1996).
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rather than simply the means by which parties resolve disputes....
We should view arbitration not with suspicion but with relief."1 5

Legal theorists recognize that the expansive American-style tort
liability scheme often results in socially undesirable behavior, 116 and a
few observers have noted that employers operating in this litigious era
sometimes feel compelled to obtain as much information about
employees as they can.1 17 What no one has fully discussed in the con-
text of employer-employee relations is that the societal change per-
mitting our litigious culture has spawned legal progeny: the
unprecedented and vast expansion of employers' strict liability for the
misdeeds of people they employ. Concededly, employers have always
monitored employees, and traditional justifications for the monitoring
of employees at work, such as productivity and quality concerns, still
provide some employers with reason to monitor employees. Never-
theless, as employers become more like general insurers for their
employees' every move and less like co-equal parties in a contract for
employment, the more reason employers are compelled to learn
everything about their employees that they can, in hopes of identify-
ing particularly dangerous or clumsy employees.

Despite the convergence of technological advance and sociocul-
tural change, however, the law has yet to respond to the consequent
assaults upon privacy in the workplace. Similarly bereft of legal pro-
tection of privacy from the excesses of late nineteenth-century jour-
nalism, Warren and Brandeis in The Right to Privacy simply invented
such protection. In doing so, Warren and Brandeis established an
external boundary which journalists and others cross at their peril, and
Warren and Brandeis paid little attention to (and probably did not
care about) the reasons for journalism's excesses.

115 Bright v. Norshipco and Norfolk Shipbuilding Corp., 951 F. Supp. 95, 98 (E.D. Va.
1997).

116 See, e.g., Stephen D. Sugarman, Doing Away with Personal Injury Law, in ROBERT L.
RABIN, PERSPECTIVES ON TORT LAW 126, 143-48 (3d. ed. 1990) (personal injury litigation); John
E. Davidson, The Temptation of Performance Appraisal Abuse in Employment Litigation, 81 VA.
L. REV. 1605 (1995) (employment discharge and discrimination litigation).

117 Cavico, supra note 20, at 1319 (stating "[olperating within a modem, complex, hetero-
geneous, and litigious society compels a private sector employer to acquire and retain informa-
tion regarding current employees and applicants for employment."); see also Robert G.
Boehmer, Artificial Monitoring and Surveillance of Employees: The Fine Line Dividing the Pru-
dently Managed Enterprise from the Modern Sweatshop, 41 DEPAUL L. REV. 739, 744-46 (1992)
(stating that tort liability, in addition to theft and productivity, encourage employers to monitor
employees.)
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This Article presents a much more modest endeavor. Instead of
proposing the creation of legal protections where there presently are
none, I instead seek to identify and weaken the reasons some employ-
ers invade their employees' privacy. In doing so, I hope to lessen
employers' perceived need for private information which in turn will
encourage employers to respect more their employees' privacy.

I turn now to the legal culprit, born to our litigious society, that
motivates employers' grab for private information: employer
liability.

B. Employer Liability

Pursuant to the doctrine of respondeat superior, courts generally
impute an employee's tort to the employer without requiring the fault
or even the knowledge of the employer, if the employee commits the
tort while acting within the scope of employment. Additionally, even
if the employee's tortious act falls outside the scope of employment,
the injured victim may hold the employer liable if the employee was
negligently hired or retained. In practice, however, plaintiffs' attor-
neys rely much more heavily on the respondeat superior doctrine than
the negligent hiring or retention torts, although they sometimes plead
the two alternatively. This Section scrutinizes these two forms of
employer liability.

1. Respondeat Superior

Assume the fictitious characters, John, Bob, and Gail. Assume
Gail negligently causes damages to Bob, and John was not involved in
the incident. Occasionally, if an important relationship exists
between John and Gail, courts will impute the negligence of Gail to
John, even though John was blameless or may even have done every-
thing he could to prevent Gail's actions. Holding John liable for the
injuries Gail caused Bob is called "vicarious liability., 118 The most
common application of vicarious liability is respondeat superior,
which relies upon the "master-servant" relationship to justify the
imputing of the negligence of one party (the "servant") to another,
blameless party (the "master")." 9 So, pursuant to respondeat supe-

118 KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 69 at 499.
119 The more modem terms, "employer-employee" are often preferred over the older

terms "master-servant." Nevertheless, reference to the older terms occasionally reappear, most
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rior, if Gail is John's employee, John may be liable to Bob for the
damages caused by Gail.

Of course, respondeat superior must be limited somehow; it often
makes no sense to hold a tortfeasor's employer liable for the damages
caused by the tortfeasor. A short continuation of my story about
John, Gail, and Bob easily illustrates this. Assume John is a plumber,
and he employs Gail as a helper. Tired of working indoors constantly,
Gail decides to take her annual two-week vacation from John's
plumbing business at a national park in the American West, to get a
taste of the great outdoors. So, Gail hops into her car and heads west
from her East Coast home. Three days later she arrives, but to her
consternation a long line of vehicles congest the narrow road heading
into the popular park. After the subsequent hour of stop-and-go traf-
fic saps her patience and caution, Gail negligently collides with the
vehicle waiting immediately ahead of her, which is occupied by Bob.
We all agree that holding John liable to Bob pursuant to respondeat
superior would be nonsensical, because Gail's employment with John
has nothing to do with Gail's injuring Bob's person and property while
vacationing thousands of miles away from work. Unsurprisingly, then,
to avoid making employers the general insurers for any and every act
of the people whom they employ, the law traditionally limited applica-
tion of respondeat superior to those instances which the employee was
acting within the scope of the employment relationship.

a. The Evolving Law of Respondeat Superior

Some forty years ago, the Restatement (Second) of Agency sim-
ply summed up the common law of respondeat superior, "A master is
subject to liability for the torts of his servants committed while acting
in the scope of their employment.""12 Courts still universally use this
basic test today.12' Because the injured party may not recover from
the employer pursuant to respondeat superior if the employee's tor-
tious conduct was outside of the scope of employment, satisfaction of
the "scope of employment" test remains the primary touchstone of
inquiry.

often in respondeat superior cases. I believe the use of the older patois may be revealing, a point
I develop later in this subsection.

120 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF AGENCY § 219(1) (1958).
121 See generally 29 AM. JUR. 2 D. Evidence § 459 (1996).
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The Restatement reflects courts' traditional exposition of the
"scope of employment" test:

(1) Conduct of a servant is within the scope of employment if, but only
if:

(a) it is of the kind he is employed to perform;
(b) it occurs substantially within the authorized time and space
limits;
(c) it is actuated, at least in part, by a purpose to serve the master,
and
(d) if force is intentionally used by the servant against another, the
use of force is not unexpectable by the master.

Conduct of a servant is not within the scope of employment if it is
different in kind from that authorized, far beyond the authorized time
or space limits, or too little actuated by a purpose to serve the
master. 122

The court in Fitzgerald v. McCutcheon,123 relying on the tradi-
tional "scope of employment" test, held as a matter of law that a
plaintiff shot six times by his neighbor, an off-duty policeman, could
not hold the policeman's employer liable for the off-duty policeman's
actions because the policeman obviously was furthering only his per-
sonal dispute with the plaintiff and was not actuated by an intent to
serve the city.1 24 Similarly, in Ambrosio v. Price,125 the plaintiff, who
was injured when the motorcycle on which she was riding was struck
by a vehicle owned and negligently driven by a priest, sued the church
employing the priest on a respondeat superior theory. Because the
priest was traveling to visit personal friends and plainly was not
attempting to fulfill clerical duties, the court granted summary judg-
ment in favor of the church because the priest was not acting in the
scope of his employment at the time of the accident. 126 In contrast, in
Scott v. Min-Aqua Bats Water Ski Club, Inc. ,127 the defendant club was
liable under the traditional scope of employment test, when the
defendant's water-ski show manager accidentally discharged a shot-

122 RESTATEMENT, supra note 120, § 228.
123 410 A.2d 1270 (1979).
124 See id. at 1272.
125 495 F. Supp. 381 (D. Neb. 1979).
126 See id. at 384-86.
127 255 N.W.2d 536 (Wis. 1977).
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gun used in his clown act while preparing for the act and injured an
observer. Under these circumstances, the court ruled, the manager
clearly was acting within the scope of his employment. 12 8

From these examples, we can see that a plaintiff must prove the
tortfeasor's underlying negligence in lawsuit relying upon the theory
of respondeat superior; respondeat superior merely broadens the net
of liability for the tortfeasor's act by imposing it upon the tortfeasor's
employer. 129 From the perspective of the employer, however, the lia-
bility is strict, because the courts impose the liability regardless of the
employer's utter lack of fault. 3 ' Thus, once a plaintiff proves that a
person committed a tort and that this tortfeasor was acting within the
scope of an employment relationship the tortfeasor had with someone
else, courts automatically hold the tortfeasor's employer liable, even if
her employer has done everything reasonably possible to prevent the
accident.

Because holding a blameless party responsible for the wrongful
acts of others conflicts with commonly-held notions of fairness, at
least a short discussion of the traditional justifications for the respon-
deat superior doctrine is useful at this point. Today, many think of the
employment relationship as one of contract between one party want-
ing certain services (like John wanting a helper) and the other party
offering those services (like Gail offering her assistance). 31 In this
view, the parties simply negotiate the terms and conditions of employ-
ment according to their wants, needs, and abilities. 32 Historically,
however, the employment relationship was considered a status
between unequals,'133 a relation of "master and servant," which long
antedated the more modern and libertarian concept of contracting for
agency.134  Indeed, the Latin term "respondeat superior" merely
means "Let the master answer.1 35 Thus, at least initially, respondeat

128 See id. at 538-39.
129 See KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 69.
130 Courts are said to impose "strict liability" when they disregard a defendant's level of

care in attempting to prevent the tortious conduct. See Steven Shavell, Strict Liability Versus
Negligence, 9 J. LEGAL STUD. 1, 2-3 (1980).

131 See EHRENBERG & SMITH, supra note 1, at 2.
132 My earlier discussion of reliance upon bargaining among competing parties in the mar-

ket should have familiarized the reader with this view of the employment relationship. See supra
notes 75-86 and accompanying text.

133 See ROTHSTEIN ET AL., supra note 43, § 1.1.
134 See RESTATEMENT, supra note 120, § 219(1) cmt. a.
135 BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 1179 (5th Ed. 1979).
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superior likely developed as a consequence of a paternalistic nine-
teenth-century notion of the employment relationship. Today, a con-
cept startlingly reminiscent of nineteenth-century subservience
explains one of the most important modern justifications convention-
ally offered by courts for extending liability to a blameless employer:
the master more or less fictitiously "controls" the servant,136 and thus
"the act of the servant is the act of the master." '137 Interestingly, the
persistence of status as a partial expression of the employment rela-
tionship refutes the commonly held view of the employment relation-
ship as purely one of contract. That view more accurately describes
the relationship between an independent contractor and her customer.
In one sense, then, an employee contracts with her employer for sub-
servience; by contrast, an independent contractor contracts for
equality. 138

Nevertheless, as society has ostensibly embraced a more progres-
sive, egalitarian understanding of the relationship between employer
and employee, one might have expected a diminishing regard for
demeaning platitudes such as "the master answering for the action of
his servants," and a concomitant weakening of respondeat superior.
In fact, quite the opposite has occurred. In the past few decades,
employers' exposure pursuant to respondeat superior has expanded
tremendously. The significant limitations placed upon respondeat
superior liability - most importantly, the requirement that the
tortfeasor-servant be motivated at least in part by a purpose to serve
the master - have been relentlessly corroded by an ever-expanding
definition of "scope of employment." Instead, many courts hold
employers liable even if the employee was in no manner serving the
employer; indeed, the plaintiff often need only prove that the

136 See KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 69.
137 RESTATEMENT, supra note 120, § 219(1) cmt. a.
138 Courts typically distinguish an "independent contractor" from an "employee"by stating

that the independent contractor alone controls the manner in which she does her job; unlike an
employee, the party with whom the independent contractor contracts has little control over the
manner in which she performs her work. See HAROLD G. REUSCHLEIN & WILLIAM A. GREG-
ORY, THE LAW OF AGENCY AND PARTNERSHIP, §§ 50-51 (2d. ed. 1990). "Degree of control" is
the primary test for legally distinguishing an employee (under substantial control) from the
independent contractor (under little or no control). The control test, incidentally, also explains
in large measure why an employee usually is an agent of her employer, while an independent
contractor usually is not an agent for the party with whom she contracts. Thus, the "contracting-
between-equals" quality of the independent contractor relationship perhaps sheds light on why
courts rarely impute the negligence of the independent contractor to the party with whom she
contracted. See id. at § 52.
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employee's tort was likely to occur in the conduct of the employer's
enterprise. 13 9

As early as 1968, the influential United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit embraced the much more liberal approach to
respondeat superior in its amusing opinion in Ira S. Bushey & Sons v.
United States.140 In Bushey, a seaman named Lane returned after mid-
night from shore leave one evening, as the court described, "in the
condition for which seamen are famed."' 41 Apparently he had been
drinking heavily, the court related, because of "the proclivity of
seamen to find solace for solitude by copious resort to the bottle while
ashore." ' Lane apparently walked along a floating dry-dock, on
which the United States Coast Guard vessel Tamaroa was undergoing
overhaul. The court continued its estimable rendition of Lane's sub-
sequent accident, "[flor reasons not apparent to us or very likely to
Lane, he took it into his head, while progressing along the gangway
wall, to turn each of three large wheels some twenty times; unhappily
... these wheels controlled the water intake valves."' 43 Because of the
inebriated seaman's actions, the Tamaroa soon listed, fell, crushed
much of the floating dry-dock, and partially sank. The aggrieved dry-
dock owner subsequently sued Lane's employer, the United States, on
a theory of respondeat superior.

The court, citing "the inadequacy of the motive test,"1" con-
ceded that Lane could not have been motivated by a purpose to serve
the United States but rejected the United States' defense that Lane
was not acting in the scope of employment. Instead, the court

139 See KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 69 at 499. In addition, when the plaintiff has estab-
lished the existence of an employer-employee relationship between the defendant and the actual
tortfeasor-employee, the burden is on the employer to prove that the employee was not acting
within the scope of his employment when he committed the tort, and if the evidence leaves the
question in doubt it becomes an issue to be determined by the jury. See, e.g., Plummer v. Center
Psychiatrists, Ltd., 476 S.E.2d 172, 174 (Va. 1996). Placing the burden upon the defendant to
prove this to the jury is not inconsequential; in Plummer itself, it led to a majority of the Virginia
Supreme Court to conclude that a licensed psychologist's employer could be held liable pursuant
to respondeat superior for "committ[ing] an act of sexual intercourse" upon his patient, a clini-
cally depressed woman. Id. at 173. The Virginia Supreme Court's opinion in this case caused
one trial level judge in Virginia recently to write an opinion criticizing Plummer as contrary to
the very precedent on which it purported to rely. See Doe v. Bruton Parish Church, Law No.
7977 (Cir. Ct. of City of Williamsburg & James City County July 10, 1997).

140 398 F.2d 167 (2d Cir. 1968).
141 Id. at 168.
142 Id. at 172.
143 Id. at 169-70.
144 Id. at 171.
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affirmed a lower court's imposition of strict liability on the United
States, ruling that "a business enterprise cannot justly disclaim respon-
sibility for accidents which may fairly be said to be characteristic of its
activities." '145 The court, evidently concluding that drunk, off-duty
seamen wreaking havoc is characteristic of the United States' activi-
ties, held that this was enough to repudiate circuit precedent barring
imposition of liability on a blameless employer in the absence of moti-
vation to serve the employer. 146

A more recent example of the broadening notion of respondeat
superior arose from a tragic case, McNair v. Lend Lease Trucks, Inc.147

In that case, a truck driver named Jones was employed by Lend Lease
to drive a truck on interstate routes. 48 Late one afternoon, Jones
stopped his truck on the side of a North Carolina highway and
entered, coincidentally, the Dry Dock Lounge. 149 For the next three
to four hours, Jones consumed huge amounts of alcohol; his blood
alcohol content was later determined to be .28%, nearly trebling the
state's legal limit to operate a motor vehicle. 5' Notably, at this level,
medical professionals often begin to worry about alcohol-induced
coma or even death.1 51 Nevertheless, late that night, Jones managed
to leave the lounge and begin staggering across the highway towarq§
his truck, when he stepped in front of a motorcycle ridden by
McNair. I5 2 The two collided, and both McNair and Jones died.'53

Reversing the contrary opinion of the circuit panel and the dis-
trict court, the en banc Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit
imposed respondeat superior liability on Lend Lease for the wrongful
death caused by Jones. Despite the hours-long celebration in which
Jones likely consumed between 15 and 20 drinks,'54 the court dis-

145 Bushey & Sons, 398 F.2d at 171.
146 See id. at 170, 172.
147 95 F.3d 325 (4th Cir. 1996).
148 See id. at 326.
149 See id.
150 See id. at 327-28.
151 See AMERICAN HEALTH FOUNDATION, THE BOOK OF HEALTH 186-89 (Ernest L.

Wynder, Ed. 1981).
152 See McNair, 95 F.3d at 327.
153 See id.
154 A beer, a glass of wine, and a shot of liquor all constitute one drink. For an average-

sized adult, one drink generally causes a .02% rise in blood alcohol content, while the body rids
itself of alcohol at the approximate rate of .02% per hour. Id., see also Jennifer L. Pariser, In
Vino Veritas: The Truth About Blood Alcohol Presumptions in State Drunk Driving Law, 64
N.Y.U. L. REV. 141,145-54 (1989). In this case, Jones's blood alcohol content was .28%, and he
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agreed with the conclusion of the circuit panel and district judge that
Jones "was on a mission of his own and was not in the course and
scope of his employment."' 55 Relying upon Lend Lease's admission
that a "reasonable break" would not necessarily take Jones outside
the scope of employment, the court refused to hold that the 3-4 hour
break coupled with the extraordinary drinking took Jones outside the
scope of employment.'56

Other courts impose respondeat superior liability on a blameless
employer because the employee's job created the opportunity for the
employee to commit the tort, regardless of whether the employee was
working to serve the employer. For instance, in Lyon v. Carey,'57 the
court held liable the Pep Line Trucking Company, which was the
employer of a deliveryman named Carey, who raped and slashed the
sister of a customer of a furniture store for which Pep Line made
deliveries. Despite the court's admission that "the evidence will not
support a finding that Pep Line knew or should have known that
Carey had any proclivity [to commit sexual assaults,]" ' 8 the court
imposed respondeat superior liability on Pep Line, reasoning that
Carey was able to enter the victim's residence because of his "creden-
tials" as a deliveryman. 15 9 The court felt that deliverymen "are likely
to be in situations of friction with customers," and that "these foresee-
able altercations may precipitate violence" within the enterprise liabil-
ity of Pep Line Trucking. 60

b. A Perspective on the Expansion of Respondeat Superior

Some readers will believe that the current trend extending
respondeat superior is a good idea; to those readers, holding employ-
ers broadly liable for employees' torts regardless of fault importantly

was in the lounge for approximately four hours. This works out to Jones consuming roughly
eighteen drinks over those four hours.

155 McNair, 95 F.3d at 328.
156 See id.
157 533 F.2d 649 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
158 Id. at 652.
159 See id. For a similar case in which the court relied upon job-created authority as a

method for holding an employer liable for rape, see Mary M. v. City of Los Angeles, 814 P.2d
1341 (Cal. 1991). In Mary M., the California Supreme Court affirmed a jury verdict imposing
upon the city respondeat superior liability for a rape committed by an on-duty police officer. As
in Lyon, there was no allegation in Mary M. that the city knew or should have known that the
police officer would commit rape.

160 See Lyon, 533 F.2d at 651.
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ensures greater compensation for the injured.161 Moreover, significant
strict liability schemes, such as workers' compensation laws, strict
products liability, and in a sense, compulsory no-fault automobile
insurance, have carved important exceptions to the general fault prin-
ciple during the twentieth century. 162 To this extent, then, stretching
the "scope of employment" to the breaking point in order to broaden
employers' respondeat superior liability is part of a general trend
towards accepting liability without fault.163 And, in truth, today's
broad conception of respondeat superior rests not so much upon doc-
trinal analysis as it does upon a deliberate, policy-based allocation of
risk.164

Indeed, as Professor Schwartz has recently pointed out, respon-
deat superior has long been a fundamental if somewhat hidden tenet

161 Some might also believe that the employer's right to indemnity against an employee
whose negligence has been imputed to the employer ameliorates any unfairness towards employ-
ers. However, unless an employer intends to fire the tortfeasor employee and lose the
employee's cooperation during the pendency of the lawsuit against the employer, employers
likely will not advance their indemnity claim against the employee as a matter of practice. For a
discussion on this point, see Gary T. Schwartz, The Hidden and Fundamental Issue of Employer
Vicarious Liability, 69 S. CAL. L. REV. 1739, 1754, 1764-65 (1996).

This reluctance to assert the right to indemnity is especially likely for negligence-based
torts; it may be less true for intentional acts, such as rape. Even when an employer might be
willing to assert the right to indemnity, however, the (probably ex-)employee will often lack
sufficient wealth from which the employer could recover.

162 See KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 85.
163 See id. Professor Priest's 1985 article details the general trend towards enterprise liabil-

ity, at least as it existed in the mid 1980s. See George L. Priest, The Invention of Enterprise
Liability: A Critical History of the Intellectual Foundations of Modern Tort Law, 14 J. LEGAL
STUD. 461 (1985). Supporters of enterprise liability defend this broad principle of strict liability
by arguing that all costs of conduct - including the injuries that the conduct causes - should be
paid by the actor, who will pass those costs along to those who benefit by the actor's conduct.
See KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 85. One might caution, however, that overly expanding
employers' liability for employees' torts simply encourages those employers to use less costly,
capital-intensive production methods rather than labor-intensive production methods, to the
extent this shift is possible. Machines, with the exception of some cars and all personal com-
puters, generally behave themselves.

164 See KEATON ET AL., supra note 52, at 69. Moreover, it bears mention that whether the
act of an employee was within the scope of employment is a question of fact for the jury, in most
instances. See, e.g., Plummer, supra note 138, at 174; Deuchar v. Foland Ranch, Inc., 410 N.W.2d
177 (S.D. 1987). All jurisdictions appear to embrace this division of labor between judge and
jury. See generally, RESTATEMENT, supra note 120, § 228, comm. a. Thus, judges generally do
not decide themselves whether a particular tort was committed within the scope of employment;
instead, they merely consider whether a reasonable jury could have determined that the tort was
within the scope of employment. Given the orthodox understanding of unpredictable jury sensi-
bilities, the difference may be quite significant.
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of the American tort system.165 One example is the strict liability rule
for manufacturing defects. Although typically presented as a rule of
direct liability against the manufacturer, almost all defects result from
the negligence of assembly-line workers.166 Thus, although no one
mentions that the manufacturer is held vicariously liable for the acts
of its assembly-line workers, in effect that is what happens. The omis-
sion of respondeat superior, while perhaps lacking in analytic preci-
sion, simply streamlines the law. 167

In any event, by pointing out the remarkable expansion of
respondeat superior liability in the past few decades, my intent is not
to persuade the reader, without more, that the expansion is unfair to
employers. But as America has morphed into the most litigious soci-
ety in the world and as courts have obligingly exposed employers to
expansive, strict liability for the misdeeds of people who happen to be
in their employ, a correlating increased monitoring and surveying by
employers of their employees has occurred. Whether a causal rela-
tionship exists between the two is an empirical question that probably
will continue to evade conclusive resolution, given the difficulties in
objectively measuring motive. Nevertheless, it seems intuitively true
that employers struggling under the weight of expansive liability feel
driven to get information about their employees to see if they have
dangerous propensities. Unfortunately, the bounty of this grab for
information will inevitably include personal matters employees under-
standably wish to keep private.

If an employer cannot defend itself in a respondeat superior case
on the grounds that the tortfeasor hurt the plaintiff while acting
outside of the scope of his employment with the employer, an
employer has no defense other than the defenses available to the
tortfeasor himself. In other words, because the liability is strict, an
employer will not be heard to argue that it could not obtain informa-
tion (without invading employee privacy) that the tortfeasor was
likely to commit such a tortious act. Thus, at the exact moment that
the jury is deciding whether to inflict respondeat superior liability
upon an employer for the acts of a person the employer happens to
employ, the jury is blinded to the privacy concerns which the
employer may or must face.

165 See Schwartz, supra note 161, at 1739.
166 See id. at 1741.
167 See id.
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Thus, increasing regulatory protections of employee privacy sim-
ply cannot be the proper remedy for the problem of workplace pri-
vacy. Creating additional legal protections would only place
employers in a worse catch-22 in which they already find themselves.
With aggressive regulation of privacy in the workplace, the only ques-
tion for employers then would be which they fear more: liability to
third parties pursuant to respondeat superior for the torts of employ-
ees or liability to employees pursuant to increased regulation of pri-
vacy in the workplace.

In my view, lessening reliance on respondeat superior as a man-
ner of holding employers liable for the wrongful acts of their employ-
ees and commensurately substituting reliance on the torts of negligent
hiring, supervision, and retention can release the employer from the
bind between fear of vicarious liability and concern for employee pri-
vacy. I discuss these negligence based torts next.

2. The Torts of Negligent Hiring, Supervision, and Retention

Even if an employee commits a tort outside the scope of employ-
ment, the employer may still be subject to liability if the employer
negligently hired, retained, or supervised the employee. 168 Depending
upon whether the negligent conduct allegedly occurred in the hiring,
supervising, or failing to fire the tortfeasor-employee, this theory of
liability finds expression in the torts of negligent hiring, negligent
supervision, and negligent retention. I collectively term these torts
the "negligent employment torts."

a. Managerial Negligence

The Restatement (Second) of Agency somewhat presciently169

reflected the theory of liability underlying the negligent employment
torts:

168 See 27 AM. JUR. 2D § 472 (1996). In fact, negligent hiring cases "share the common trait
of a probable lack of liability under the respondeat superior doctrine." 29 AM. JUR. Trials at 241
(1982).

169 Although the Restatement was simply supposed to reflect the state of the law rather
than to create law, the torts of negligent hiring, retention, and supervision only recently have
been used with any degree of regularity. See generally Rosanne Lienhard, Negligent Retention of
Employees: An Expanding Doctrine, 63 DEF. COUNS. J. 389 (1996). Many state supreme courts
did not formally recognize these torts until the past decade or so. See, e.g., Connes v. Molalla
Transport System, Inc., 831 P.2d 1316 (Colo. 1992); J. v. Victory Tabernacle Baptist Church, 372
S.E.2d 391 (Va. 1988).
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§ 213 Principal Negligent or Reckless
A person conducting activity through servants or other agents is
subject to liability for harm resulting from his conduct if he is neg-
ligent or reckless:

(a) in giving improper or ambiguous orders or in failing to
make proper regulations; or
(b) in the employment of improper persons or instrumentality's
in work involving risk of harm to others;
(c) in the supervision of the activity; or
(d) in permitting, or failing to prevent, negligent or other tor-
tious conduct by persons, whether or not his servants or agents,
upon premises or with instrumentality's under his control. 170

Comment (a) to Section 213 made clear that this theory of liabil-
ity is based solely upon principles of tort rather than the master-ser-
vant relationship or the more broad principal-agent relationship.171

Thus, while the doctrine of respondeat superior imputes the negli-
gence of a tortfeasor to his blameless employer, the theory under-
girding Section 213 is that the employer was not blameless, and
instead that the employer was actually negligent and such negligence
caused the plaintiff's injuries.17 2

In Di Cosala v. Kay, 17 the Supreme Court of New Jersey
explained its view of the distinction between respondeat superior and
the negligent employment torts. In Di Cosala, the plaintiff, a six year
old boy, was visiting his uncle, who was employed as a camp ranger
for a Boy Scout camp. The uncle's personal living quarters were a
private dwelling located on camp grounds. The uncle's friend and co-
employee, a camp counselor named Kay, also visited the uncle that
weekend. Both the boy's visit and the friend's visit were entirely
social.174

During the visit, Kay apparently found a pistol belonging to the
uncle in the uncle's personal residence. Horsing around and believing
that the pistol was unloaded, Kay pointed the pistol at the boy and

170 See also RESTATEMENT, supra note 120, § 219(2)(b) (stating that a master is not liable
for torts committed by employees while acting outside of the scope of employment, unless the
master was negligent or reckless).

171 See id. § 213 cmt. a.
172 See 27 AM. JUR. 2D Employment Relationship § 472 (1996).
173 450 A.2d 508 (N.J. 1982).
174 See id. at 513.
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pulled the trigger. Tragically, the pistol fired, striking the boy in the
neck and injuring him severely. Plaintiff subsequently sued Kay for
negligently shooting the boy, his uncle for negligently leaving a loaded
handgun in his private quarters, and their employer, the Boy Scouts,
under both respondeat superior and negligent employment theories.

Noting that neither Kay's nor the uncle's negligence were within
the scope of employment, the court affirmed the trial court's dismissal
of the respondeat superior claim against the Boy Scouts but reversed
the trial court's refusal to create a tort of negligent hiring or supervi-
sion. 175 The court explained,

The tort of negligent hiring or failing to fire addresses a different
wrong from that sought to be redressed by the respondeat superior
doctrine ..... [Tihe tort of negligent hiring addresses the risk created
by exposing members of the public to a potentially dangerous individ-
ual, while the doctrine of respondeat superior is based on the theory
that the employee is the agent or is acting for the employer. There-
fore the scope of employment limitation on liability which is a part of
the respondeat superior doctrine is not implicit in the wrong of negli-
gent hiring.1 76

This last statement, notably, is not precisely correct. Although
commentators and courts, like the New Jersey Supreme Court, typi-
cally distinguish the negligent employment torts from respondeat
superior by saying the former is "direct" or "principal" liability
against the employer,177 in one sense the negligent employment torts
really impose respondeat superior liability on employers for the negli-
gence of their managers in failing to prevent a subordinate employee's
tortious conduct. Judge Posner initially recognized this general princi-
ple in Hunter v. Allis-Chalmers Corp.178

Since the acts of a corporation are acts of human beings, to say
that the 'corporation' has committed some wrong (rather than just
that it is liable under the doctrine of respondeat superior for an
employee's wrong) simply means that someone at the decision-making

175 See id. at 513, 516.
176 Id. at 515.
177 See Victory Tabernacle, 372 S.E.2d at 393 (negligent hiring is a form of "principal" liabil-

ity against the employer).
178 797 F.2d 1417 (7th Cir. 1986).
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level in the corporate hierarchy has committed the wrong; the deliber-
ate act of such a person is the corporation's deliberate act. Whether
his superiors know or should have known what he did is irrelevant; it
becomes relevant only where the wrong is committed by someone
below the managerial level. 79

Rip Verkerke, calling the negligent employment torts a "species"
of respondeat superior for managerial negligence, recently expanded
upon this observation.180 All that the negligent employment torts
impose, Professor Verkerke reasoned, is a duty on an employer's man-
agers to take reasonable precautions to prevent subordinates from
causing harm outside the scope of employment. If the employer's
manager breaches that duty and such breach causes a third party
harm, then that is a tort for which the employer is strictly liable pursu-
ant to respondeat superior, even if the employer has made every effort
in training and supervising its managers. 181 Thus, Professor Verkerke
concluded, "a negligence theory of employer liability imposes no
more or less than a requirement that the plaintiff prove negligence on
the part of a managerial employee acting within the scope of his or her
employment., 182

I agree that liability is strict from the perspective of the employer
or corporation even under negligent employment torts; nevertheless,
the practical distinction between the negligent employment torts and
respondeat superior should not be understated. If an employee com-
mits a tortious act within the scope of employment, however such is
defined, courts hold the employer strictly liable pursuant to the
respondeat superior doctrine. If an employee commits a tort outside
the so-defined scope of employment, courts hold the employer strictly
liable if another of the employer's employees - the subordinate
employee's manager - breached whatever duty the court imposes
upon her to know about and act upon the subordinate's tortious incli-
nations. Thus, the scope of employment test ultimately determines
which alleged tort the court will scrutinize - the subordinate's physi-

179 Id. at 1422.
180 My discussion of Professor Verkerke's views comes from my recollection of lectures

given by Professor Verkerke in the fall of 1994 at the University of Virginia's law school, where I
was his student. For his own and undoubtedly better exposition on this point see J. Hoult
Verkerke, Notice Liability in Employment Discrimination Law, 81 VA. L. REV. 273, 305 (1995).

181 See id.
182 Id. at 306.
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cal act of injuring the third party or the manager for managerial negli-
gence. The differing locus of inquiry greatly affects the manner in
which such cases are actually tried, which in turn controls whether or
not privacy concerns are considered. A full understanding of this
point, however, first requires a more thorough explanation of the
manner in which courts adjudicate negligent employment cases.

b. Foresight and Duty in Negligent Employment

When considering a negligent employment tort, most courts sim-
ply modify the common elements of all negligence-based torts - (1) a
duty requiring the person to conform his conduct to a certain stan-
dard, (2) a breach of that duty, (3) which was a "cause-in-fact" of the
subsequent injury, (4) and also was a "proximate cause" of the subse-
quent injury, and (5) actual losses or damages sustained by another 183

- to fit the particular tort set forth by the plaintiff."8 As in any
action sounding in tort, missing any one of these five elements is fatal
to plaintiff's claim. The unique contribution and ultimate limitation of
the negligent employment torts, however, is the first element: the find-
ing of a duty. Thus, when a court refuses to apply one of the negligent
employment torts to a particular case, the court most often is saying
that the employer is not liable to the injured party despite his failure
to take the allegedly proper precautions, because the employer was
under no duty to take those precautions to protect that particular
plaintiff."' In the end, however, the issues of duty, breach, and even
proximate cause typically melt in negligent employment cases into a
single, if sometimes artificial question of foreseeability. 186

183 See KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 30.
184 For a collection of cases setting forth various courts' expositions of the elements of the

tort of negligent hiring, see 27 AM. JUR. 2D Employment Relationship § 473 nn. 75-77.
185 See KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 30. Of course, plaintiffs generally fuse both the

"duty" and "breach of duty" elements into one as a definition of "negligence." As a practical
matter, "breach" and "duty" are determined simultaneously; plaintiffs set forth the precautions
untaken by the defendant and the court determines whether the defendant had a duty to take
those precautions. For a discussion of "untaken precautions," see infra notes 206-211 and
accompanying text.

186 See id. at § 54 (stating that questions of duty and proximate causation are fundamen-
tally the same question: "whether the interests of the plaintiff are to be protected against the
particular invasion by the defendant's conduct.) Unsurprisingly, then, negligence frequently is
defined in terms of foreseeability, such as "behavior which should be recognized as involving
unreasonable danger to others." Id. at § 31.
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In Connes v. Molalla Transport System, Inc., I87 the Supreme
Court of Colorado held that a trucking company had no duty to con-
duct an independent investigation into an employee's nonvehicular
criminal background before hiring him as a long-haul driver. t88 In
Connes, a truck driver had pulled over his truck, walked into a Holi-
day Inn, and sexually assaulted a night clerk working in the hotel. The
trucker's employer had required a detailed application form, checked
references, and obtained the trucker's driving record; however, the
employer had not investigated the trucker's assertion that he had
never been convicted of any crime. In fact, the trucker had been con-
victed of three felonies, in addition to being issued three citations for
lewd conduct, another citation for simple assault, and yet another cita-
tion for assault and domestic violence. I89

Based on this failure, the night clerk sued the trucker's employer
on a theory of negligent hiring. The court, while agreeing that a cause
of action for negligent hiring exists, nevertheless refused to find the
employer had a duty to investigate nonvehicular criminal history. The
court reasoned that a safe driver would have only incidental contact
with third persons, and that the employer has a duty only to use rea-
sonable care in hiring a driver who would not create a danger in carry-
ing out the duties of the job - driving on the roads. Likely concerned
that this latter point simply returned the court back to the "scope of
employment" test used in respondeat superior cases, the concurring
opinion in Connes emphasized that the absence of a "special relation-
ship" between the trucking company and the night clerk figured into
the court's refusal to extend such a duty to the trucking company. 190

Other courts have agreed that the existence of duty depends upon the
relationship between the parties involved,19' which in fact really asks
whether the employment of the employee creates a foreseeable risk of
injury to the particular third party.192

187 831 P.2d 1316 (Colo. 1992).
188 See id. at 1323.
189 See id. at 1318.
190 Making the court's concept of duty suspiciously similar to the concept of proximate

cause.
191 See, e.g., Yunker v. Honeywell, Inc., 496 N.W.2d 419 (Minn. App. 1993).
192 See id.; see also Ponticas v. K.M.S. Investments Co., 331 N.w.2d 907, 911 (Minn. 1983).

Ponticas treated the foreseeability of harm as a matter of proximate cause; other courts have
expressly disavowed the notion that foreseeability figures into causation. See Gaines v. Mon-
santo Co., 655 S.W.2d 568, 571-2 (Mo. App. 1983) (holding that "the test of what was proximate
cause of an injury is whether, after the occurrence, the injury appears to be the reasonable and
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Bryant v. Livigni193 similarly turned on the existence of a duty. In
Bryant, an off-duty, intoxicated grocery store manager named Livigni
stopped by his store to check on it. As Livigni arrived, he observed a
ten year old youth urinating on the store wall outside of the store.
Livigni hollered and chased the youth to a parked vehicle, in which a
four year old boy named Farris Bryant was sitting with his mother.
For some reason, Livigni pulled little Farris from the car, battered him
and threw him through the air, while shouting racial epithets at the
boy and his mother. The four year old spent four days in the hospital
and a month of medical treatment recovering from the attack.

Farris and his mother sued the grocery store chain, National
Super Markets Inc., for the negligent retention of Livigni. According
to the evidence at trial, Livigni had seven years earlier thrown an
empty milk crate at a subordinate employee, and two years earlier, co-
employees had heard that Livigni had injured his thirteen-year-old
son in disciplining him. Perhaps because the evidence was unclear
whether the milk crate incident resulted from horseplay or argument,
the court focused mostly on the incident with his son.

Because some of Livigni's friends, who were also his co-workers,
knew about the incident involving his son, the court ruled that such
notice could be imputed to National and Livigni's supervisors,194 and
thus the court upheld the jury's finding that the subsequent failure to
terminate Livigni amounted to negligence which proximately caused
the injuries to young Farris Bryant. Over a dissenting opinion claim-
ing that "the majority opinion places an unreasonable investigative
burden upon the employer," '195 the court in essence found that
Livigni's supervisors had a duty to investigate the matter involving his
son and to terminate him for it. The test for determining at which
point an employer must credit and investigate tawdry rumors passed
among co-workers remained unanswered by the court.

In any event, not all courts explicitly rely upon doctrinal interpre-
tations of "duty" in deciding negligent employment cases. Instead,
many courts adjudicate negligent employment cases based upon the
general question of whether the employer knew or should have

proximate cause of the act or omission of defendant, not whether a reasonable person could
have foreseen the particular injury.").

193 619 N.E.2d 550 (Ill. App. 1993).
194 See id. at 556.
195 Id. at 560 (Welch, J. dissenting in part).
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known of the employee's dangerous tendencies.196 This, however, is
merely another manner of asking whether the employer foresaw or
should have foreseen the tort, the answer to which inevitably turns on
how the court defines duty.

Stanley v. Brooks1 97 provides an excellent example of how courts'
scrutiny of whether an employer knew or should have known of its
employee's dangerous tendencies really turns on how the court
defines duty. In that case, an eighteen year old woman was sexually
assaulted by an automobile salesman named Brooks during her test
drive of a vehicle. Three years previously, before his employment
with the car dealership, Brooks had been charged with a first degree
sexual offense and first degree burglary, which were subsequently
reduced in return for his guilty plea.198 The court held that the plain-
tiff failed to prove that the employer knew or should have known
(read: the employer could not reasonably foresee) that the salesman
would commit sexual assault on her. Thus, the court held, the
employer could not be held liable for the damages sustained by the
plaintiff. Only after arriving at this conclusion, however, did the court
quietly expose the linchpin of its decision: "Although defendant
admits that it did not do a criminal record check on Brooks, we
believe that it did not have a duty to do so."199

My suggestion that foreseeability is the touchstone of inquiry,
regardless of the analytic placement of the question within the ele-
ments of the cause of action, surely does not get us far; the suggestion
only raises more portentous implications for tort theory in general.2 °0

In fact, however, courts tend to use foreseeability not only in ques-
tions of duty and breach,2 1 but also in questions of proximate cause.2
Proximate cause, in turn, has been widely misunderstood because it is

196 See Rodolfo A. Camacho, How to Avoid Negligent Hiring Litigation, 14 WHrrTER L.
REv. 787, 795 (1993).

197 436 S.E.2d 272 (N.C. App. 1993).
198 See id. at 273.
199 Id. at 274.
200 Indeed, the debate between the "reasonable foresight" and "direct-consequences" tests

of proximate cause continue into today. See Patrick J. Kelley, Proximate Cause in Negligence
Law: History, Theory, and the Present Darkness, 69 WASH. U. L. Q. 49 (1991).

201 See Patsgraf v. Long Island R.R, 162 N.E. 99, 100 (N.Y. 1928); In re Polemis & Furness,
Withy & Co., (1921) 3 K.B. 560 (Eng. C.A.).

202 See Overseas Tankship (U.K.) Ltd. v. Morts Dock & Eng'g Co., (1961) 1 App. Cas. 388,
426 (P.C.)(popularly known as Wagon Mound I).
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not at all about cause or even about physical proximity. °3 In fact,
courts consider proximate cause only after they determine that factual
causation actually existed; if so, then courts use proximate cause as a
legal fiction of "causation" designed to limit an actor's legal responsi-
bility for the consequences of the actor's conduct.24  Especially in
negligent employment cases, therefore, whether proximate cause and
duty are actually separable elements is a provocative question.2 5

Even as I say that foresight is the touchstone of inquiry in negli-
gent employment cases and indeed in all negligence-based causes of
action, however, one must realize that courts do not use "foreseeabil-
ity" as if it offers a dictionary-definite, principled manner with which
to cabin legal liability. After all, it is not at all clear why the grocery
store in Livigni could foresee that their manager would beat a four
year old boy but the car dealership in Stanley could not foresee that its
salesman would sexually assault a teenaged girl. Instead, the elastic
concept of foreseeability simply provides judges and juries with doctri-
nal cover to make policy judgments about whether they feel that it is
fair to hold an actor liable to a particular party for the particular con-
sequences of a particular act or omission. 2°6 A judge that finds that
the imposition of such liability would be fair lets the jury decide the
ultimate policy question; a court that finds it would be unfair relies

203 See KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 42, at 273; see also Kelley, supra note 200, at 49.
In fact, it is widely understood that the misleading nomenclature, "proximate cause," can be
blamed upon the seventeenth century musing of Lord Chancellor Francis Bacon that "In jure
non remota causa, sed proxima, spectatur." FRANCIS BACON, A Collection of Some Principal
Rules and Maximes of the Common Laws of England, in THE ELEMENTS OF THE COMMON LAW
OF ENGLAND (1630 and photo reprint 1978), Regula 1, at 1. In English, Bacon was saying, "In
the law, the proximate, and not the remote, cause is regarded." BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY 706
(5th ed. 1979).

Explaining "proximate cause" to laypersons on a jury requires practical care by the pre-
siding judge. For instance, the federal judge for whom I clerked routinely instructed juries that
"proximate" cause did not mean "approximate" cause.

204 See KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 41 at 264.
205 Leading one early scholar to advocate the complete elimination of proximate cause

from the negligence formula. See Leon Green, Proximate Cause in Texas Negligence Law, 28
TEX. L. REV. 755, 761-64 (1950). Dean Green wrote extensively on the relationship between
duty and proximate cause. See, e.g., LEON GREEN, RATIONALE OF PROXIMATE CAUSE (1927);
Leon Green, The Duty Problem in Negligence Cases, 28 COLUM. L. REV. 1014 (1928); Leon
Green, The Duty Problem in Negligence Cases, 29 COLUM. L. REV. 255 (1929).

206 In his dissent in Palsgraf, Justice Andrews conceded as much. He wrote, "What we ...
mean by the word 'proximate' is, that because of convenience, of public policy, of a rough sense
of justice, the law arbitrarily declines to trace a series of events beyond a certain point. This is
not logic. It is practical politics." Palsgraf, 162 N.E. at 103 (Andrews, J. dissenting). Unsurpris-
ingly, Dean Green applauded this admission. See LEON GREEN, JUDGE AND JURY 247 (1930).
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upon the elements of duty, breach, or proximate cause to answer the
policy question as a matter of law.2 °7

Regardless of whether the court purports to rest its decision on
duty, breach, or proximate cause, however, the ultimate policy judg-
ment always rests upon one or several particular shortcomings of the
defendant alleged by the plaintiff to be the negligence causing her
injury. In Livigni, the particular shortcoming alleged by plaintiff was
the failure to investigate rumors about the incident with the son. In
Connes and Stanley, it was failure to check on criminal backgrounds.
In these cases, the employer had the opportunity to offer its response
why the particular shortcoming alleged was not a shortcoming at all. I
elaborate on this observation, which functionally distinguishes the
manner in which respondeat superior cases and negligent employment
cases are tried, in the next Section. In doing so, I reveal the means by
which we can resolve the tension between employer liability and
employee privacy.

IV. RESOLVING THE TENSION BETWEEN EMPLOYEE PRIVACY AND
EMPLOYER LIABILITY

I have already demonstrated that liability is strict from the per-
spective of the employer in both the traditional respondeat superior
cases and the less common negligent employment cases. As I have
stated, the scope of employment test ultimately only determines which
alleged tort the court will scrutinize - the subordinate's injuring of
the third party or the subordinate's supervisor's negligence in failing
to prevent the subordinate's act.20 8 That difference, however, makes
all the difference.

With respondeat superior, the focus is on the actual physical act
or omission committed by the subordinate employee that injured the
third party. For instance, in the Scott case, the plaintiff injured by the

207 This unprincipled manner of determining liability for huge amounts of damages has led
one scholar to conclude that the entire tort system is undermined by arbitrariness and thus
should be abolished. See Sugarman, supra note 115, at 130, 151.

208 This assumes, of course, that the defendants do not dispute the factual truth that the
subordinate employee in fact injured the third party. Take, for instance, the woefully common
situation in which the employee of a landlord or other company legitimately gains access to an
apartment but then allegedly rapes the tenant. See, e.g., Ponticas, supra note 192; McLean v.
Kirby Co., 490 N.W.2d 229 (N.D. 1992). A defendant-employer may wish to defend on the
grounds that consensual intercourse, not rape, occurred. In such a case, the plaintiff would have
to prove both that she was raped and that the rape resulted from the defendant-employer's
negligence.
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blast from the inadvertently discharged shotgun needed to prove only
that the bad actor, the water-ski show manager, could have taken one
or more precautions promising benefits greater than burdens,2 °9 such
as placing a trigger lock on the trigger of the shotgun when not in
use.2 10 Once the plaintiff in a respondeat superior case proves that the
tortfeasor's failure to take one or more of these precautions proxi-
mately caused her damages and that such failure occurred in the scope
of the tortfeasor's employment, no further question need be
answered: the tortfeasor's employer is strictly liable.

In contrast, the focus in negligent employment cases is not on the
precautions that the subordinate should have taken but rather the pre-
cautions that the subordinate's supervisor should have taken. Thus, in
Livigni, the plaintiffs successfully convinced the court that Livigni's
supervisors should have taken the precaution of investigating the inci-
dent involving Livigni and his son, and that this failure resulted in
Livigni's continued employment and consequent opportunity to
assault the child outside of his store.211 The dissent in Livigni con-
tested not whether the investigation would have prevented the inci-
dent, but instead whether forcing the employer (through its
managerial employees) to take such a precaution was reasonable.212

The dissent in Livigni likely was thinking of the burdens imposed by
investigating every rumor about an employee's family difficulties.

209 This essentially is a variation of the famous formula defining negligence set forth by
Judge Learned Hand in United States v. Carroll Towing Co., 159 F.2d 169 (2d Cir. 1947). In
Carroll Towing, Judge Hand used algebraic terms to set forth that negligence arises if but only if
the burden of taking precautions sufficient to avoid the accident is less than or equal to the
probability of harm absent the precautions multiplied by the gravity of the harm if the harm in
fact occurs. Id. at 173. To illustrate, assume that a man is assaulted in the parking lot of a
restaurant late one night. He might sue the restaurant, alleging that the assault would not have
happened if the restaurant employed a security guard to secure the parking lot. A court follow-
ing Judge Hand's equation would estimate the probability of harm occurring in a parking lot
because of the lack of a guard (unlikely in some neighborhoods, likely in others), multiply that
by the gravity of harm potentially inflicted because of the lack of a guard, and then compare that
product with the restaurant's burden in employing a guard. If the restaurant operated only dur-
ing daylight hours in a humdrum suburb, the court might well find that the restaurant was not
negligent in declining to employ a guard to protect the parking lot.

210 A trigger lock is a plastic or metal device that is locked in place around a trigger of a
firearm. Once locked, the trigger cannot be pulled. Trigger locks typically can be unlocked only
by a person with a key. During a recent visit to a local gun shop in Albemarle County, Virginia,
I noted that a quality trigger lock can be purchased for under ten dollars.

211 See Bryant v. Livigni, 619 N.E.2d 550, 559 (1993).
212 See supra note 189 and accompanying text.
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Mark Grady has identified this unifying approach in which plain-
tiffs' attorneys actually handle tort cases as the "untaken precau-
tion. '213 To succeed in a tort case, Professor Grady has observed, the
plaintiff usually must identify precautions untaken by the defendant
that promised benefits in accident reduction greater than the associ-
ated burdens.214 Plaintiffs should choose the untaken precaution or
precautions wisely, for they are bound by the selection to prove not
only breach of duty, but also factual causation and proximate cause.

Thus, in Scott, the plaintiff might have identified the lack of a
trigger lock on the shotgun as the untaken precaution. To prove that
the defendants had a duty to use a trigger lock, the plaintiff might
have offered evidence of the relatively low cost of trigger locks, expert
testimony of their effectiveness in preventing accidental discharges,
and the like. Viewed ex ante, a court might well believe that using a
trigger lock would be of great benefit (in terms of reducing the
probability of accidental shooting) while being but a small burden to
use.

Yet, even if the court agrees that the failure to use a trigger lock
constitutes a breach of duty, the plaintiff still must prove that the fail-
ure to use a trigger lock also factually caused her injury. Here, the
perspective is ex post: the plaintiff must prove that the untaken pre-
caution would have prevented her injury.215 The facts in Scott indi-
cate that the shotgun discharged when the shotgun was placed on the
ground; a fair assumption is that the trigger was never pulled and the
shotgun simply malfunctioned. If the facts bore this out but the plain-
tiff in Scott relied upon the failure to use a trigger lock as the untaken

213 Mark F. Grady, Untaken Precautions, 18 J. LEGAL STUD. 139 (1989).
214 See id. at 143. Of course, as Professor Grady readily admits, this general observation

excludes cases proceeding under res ipsa loquitur, which itself developed because an injured
party in some situations could not be expected to know what untaken precaution permitted his
injury to occur. For Professor Grady's exposition of this idea, see id. at 155-56.

215 An act or omission is not a cause-in-fact of an accident if the accident would have
occurred without it. See KEETON ET AL., supra note 52, § 41 at 265. Courts in most cases use a
sine qua non, or "but for" test, to determine factual causation. Courts generally state the test as
follows: the defendant's conduct causes an event if the event would not have occurred but for
that conduct. Id. § 41 at 266 (and collecting cases). In cases in which two acts or omissions in
confluence cause an event, and each act or omission alone would have been sufficient to cause
the event (for example, if A is simultaneously fatally stabbed by B and fatally shot by C), some
courts use a "substantial factor" test, which simply asks whether the particular act or omission
was a material element and a substantial factor in causing the event. See id. at § 41 p. 267 (and
collecting cases). Except in such rare cases, however, courts universally use the "but for" test for
factual causation.
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precaution, the plaintiff likely could not have proved that the trigger
lock would have prevented his injury, and thus the plaintiff's case
would have failed.

In negligent employment cases like Livigni, the plaintiff must
identify precautions untaken by the defendant's managerial employ-
ees that would have enabled the supervisors to know and react to the
subordinate employee's dangerous tendencies.216 As the dissent
pointed out in Livigni, to avoid a finding of negligence, Livigni's
employer (probably through some of its other employees) should have
taken the precaution of investigating fully the matter involving Livigni
and his son. The employer likely made the argument that requiring
such investigations of employee's family lives would be too burden-
some (perhaps too costly or, interestingly, too invasive of their
employees' personal lives) when compared with the benefits of doing
so. The employer in Livigni convinced only a minority of the court,
but that does not change the lesson learned from Livigni: in a negli-
gent employment case, an employer can defend itself by attacking the
plaintiff's identified untaken precaution as being too burdensome.

The court in Connes, another negligent employment cases, admit-
ted as much. In deciding whether the trucking company had a legal
duty to take the precaution of checking its drivers' non-vehicular
criminal records, the court held that it "must weigh ... factors, includ-
ing the social utility of the defendant's conduct, the magnitude of the
burden of guarding against the harm caused to the plaintiff, the practi-
cal consequences of placing such a burden on the defendant, and any
additional circumstances of the case." '17 After balancing the relative
benefits to the public versus the burdens of imposing a requirement to
take that precaution, the court refused to find such a duty.218

Regardless of whether one agrees with the balance actually
observed by the courts in Livigni or Connes, we can all agree that
courts in negligent employment cases necessarily weigh the benefits

216 One well known guide on the techniques and tactics used in trying cases advises that a
plaintiff can prove constructive knowledge of an employee's dangerous tendencies by showing
that information indicating the employee's dangerous tendencies was available to the employer
and that an employer exercising reasonable care would have obtained this information. See
Louis B. Yosha & Lance D. Cline, Negligent Hiring and Retention of an Employee, 29 AM. JuR.
Trials § 9 at 289-90. In a suggested sample direct examination of plaintiff's expert personnel
management witness, the guide gives the example of attacking an employer's failure to investi-
gate discrepancies in the employee's application for employment. See id. § 61, at 432-39.

217 Connes, 831 P.2d at 1320.
218 See id. at 1322-23.
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and burdens of imposing a legal duty on the employer, through its
managerial employees, to have taken the untaken precautions identi-
fied by the plaintiff to obtain and react to information about the
employer's employees. In contrast, courts in respondeat superior
cases never balance the benefits, burdens, and concerns about
obtaining information about the employees. This is so because the
structure in which plaintiffs necessarily try respondeat superior cases
focuses the jury's attention upon the physical precautions (using a
trigger lock, driving slowly, etc.) untaken by the subordinate
employee, while the structure in which plaintiffs necessarily try negli-
gent employment cases focuses the jury's attentions upon the manage-
rial precautions (investigating rumors of family violence, conducting
background investigations, etc.) untaken by the subordinate's supervi-
sors in failing to prevent the subordinate from injuring the third party.

As the reader by now is surely aware, I advocate a return to the
traditionally limited use of respondeat superior liability for the instru-
mental reason of protecting employee privacy. A stricter adherence
to the test of "scope of employment," as set forth in the Restatement
(Second) of Torts, is the most direct and familiar manner with which
courts can reverse the modern expansion of respondeat superior lia-
bility. Plaintiffs subsequently could and certainly would fill the new
void with increased reliance upon the negligent employment torts.

By replacing respondeat superior with the negligent employment
torts as the dominant method of holding employers liable for the torts
of their employees, courts will be able to focus more often on the pre-
cautions untaken by the employer's managerial employees and identi-
fied by the plaintiff as a breach of duty causing her injuries. Thus,
these juries and judges charged with determining the extent of the
managerial employees' duty in any specific situation to obtain and
react to information about subordinate employees could balance the
good in finding a duty to take such precaution (fewer injuries to third
parties) with the bad (less privacy for employees). Then, regardless of
whether one agrees with the answers, questions of employee privacy
and employer liability would be decided simultaneously. Eventually,
one hopes, as the common law of negligent employment developed,
decision-makers would strike a roughly knowable balance between
employer liability and employee privacy.

Thus far, I have advertised my proposal as having no norms
imbedded in it. I say that the proposal leaves all decisions about
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employee privacy and employer liability to the cumulative weight of
juries and judges around the country. But this is not entirely true. In
fact, the proposal's effort to avoid normative judgment about
employee privacy is only partially successful.219 Indubitably, a negli-
gent employment case is normally harder to prove than a respondeat

221superior case. Switching from the latter to the former as the pri-
mary means of reaching the deep pocket inevitably will result in more
frequent defense verdicts. Accepting this in return for the opportu-
nity to permit juries to balance employee privacy with employer liabil-
ity requires a normative judgment in favor of privacy that my proposal
only partially avoids.

Be that as it may, I remain firmly convinced that we must at least
make an effort to reconcile the tension between employer liability and
employee privacy. But government regulation is far too crude a tool
to balance the two in all of the myriad situations in which employers,
employees, and the parties whom the employment relationship poten-
tially affects find themselves. We need a more precise instrument with
which to make a proper balance in each of those myriad situations.
Not without casualties, I admit, but my proposal surely is a contender.

V. CONCLUSION

I began this project because I worry about threats to the ill-
defined but undeniable right that we as free Americans have to pri-
vacy. Given the ubiquity of the employment relationship for many
working Americans, I focused upon gaining a fuller understanding of
the dynamics of privacy in the workplace. Instead of proposing addi-
tional legal protections for employees, however, I attempted to dis-
cern why some employers violate employees' privacy. In doing so, I
identified a marked tension between employer liability and employee
privacy. If I have at least convinced the reader that we should try to
reconcile the tension instead of heightening it, then this Article has
been a success.

219 Never fully believe reformers, because they always promise more than they can deliver.
At least, this was a common classroom refrain of my torts professor, a leading proponent of tort
law reform. See, e.g., Jeffrey O'Connell, The McConnell Tort Reform Bill, 1 MICH. L. & PoL'Y
REv. 111 (1996); Jeffrey O'Connell, Two-Tier Tort Law: Neo No-Fault and Quasi-Criminal Lia-
bility, 27 W. FOREST L. REV. 871 (1992).

220 The mere popularity of respondeat superior over negligent employment as a means of
holding a tortfeasor's employer liable is evidence enough of that.
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